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Dear Mr. Keppler:

On behalf of Mr. Thomas Applegate, the Government
Accountability Project (" GAP") of the Institute for Policy
Studies submits this request that you recommend suspension
of the construction permit for the William H. Zimmer Power
Station ( " Zimmer ") in Moscow, Ohio. Our action is based on
a study our organization has just concluded of your office's
reports of inspections and investigations from March 1979>

to date, as well as on evidence Mr. Applegate has presented
on his own and other witnesses' behalf to Region III's renewed
investigation of Zimmer.*

The Government Accountability Project (GAP) is a non-
, profit, nonpartisan public interest organization that assists
federal and corporate employees who report illegal, wasteful
or improper activities by their agencies. GAP also monitors
governmental reforms, offers its expertise about personnel
issues to Executive Branch offices and agencies, responds to
Congressional requests for analysis of issues related to
accountable government and disseminates significant information
about problems to appropriate places within government.

Our review of Region III reports revealed 62 items of
noncompliance with law or NRC regulations over the last two
years. In addition to repeated noncompliance and defective
components in safety-related systems, NRC reports, combined
with our own investigation, have documented mismanagement and
systematic defects in two vital areas -- 1) the integrity of
the quality assurance program, and 2) adequate security measures
to protect the plant and the nuclear fuel already there. The
Nuclear Regulatory Commission ( "NRC ") cannot fulfill its re-
sponsibility to the public health and safety without suspending

*We are submitting our analysis to you rather than formally
petitioning the Commission under 10 CFR 52.202, because Region
III is conducting a massive five month investigation at Zimmer.
You have maintained personal oversight of the investigation.
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operations at Zimmer until these structural preconditions for
safe nuclear power are finally established. The plant is too
near completion to continue gambling the public safety and
the ratepayers' funds on such a shaky foundation.

Even if the safety problems are resolved prior to final
licensing, continuing current construction under an inadequate>

quality assurance system can only backfire. If nothing else,
the citizens will be further delayed in enjoying the benefits
of nuclear power from Zimmer. Further, maintaining " business
as usual" will only increase the number of flaws to correct.
The ratepayers will be stuck with the bill for problems that
could be prevented by forcing Cincinnati Gas and Electric
("CG&E, or " licensee") to get its house in order before
resuming construction.

BACKGROUND

In December, 1979, Cincinnati Gas and Electric hired
private investigator Thomas Applegate as an undercover agent.
His assignment, outlined in a letter from CG&E's director
of media services, was to investigate "any possibility of
misconduct on the part of anyone involved in the construction
of the Zimmer Nuclear Power Station." His specific assignment
was to obtain evidence of time-cheating by certain employees.
In December, 1979 and early January, 1980, Applegate worked
undercover a's a " cost accounting engineer" at the site. He
was authorized, through his cover, to roam freely throughout
the plant and to compare construction sheets against the con-
struction contract held by Kaiser Engineering International
("KEI"). His pretext also enabled him to speak with personnel
from all levels of site construction and management. Before
long, he had gained the confidence of both union officials and
plant employees.

In four weeks, Applegate documented a scheme of labor-
management collusion to permit and coverup illegal, dangerously
negligent behavior among plant personnei; as well as dangerously
faulty welds in key piping, indicative of a breakdown in quality
assurance ("QA") practices. Bill Murray, his contact in CG&E
management, was pleased about the evidence of time cheating,
but ignored the discoveries of safety defects and collusion by
KEI. Instead, Mr. Murray ordered Mr. Applegate to root out
any reason to fire Peabody Magnaflux ("PM"), the company per-
forming nuclear x-rays (radiography) for the plant's quality
assurance program. Applegate followed instructions but found
that the radiographers were among the most conscientious em-
ployees on the site. His researen only further confirmed
serious problems in the plant's safety-related quality control
program.

. . - . ... . - --. _ . - . __ . . - - - . - _ _ - . - - , . -
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When Mr. Applegate pressed these safety concerns, his
position as CG&E undercover agent was terminated abruptly in
early January. Soon after, the utility fired the employees
who had been the targets of his time-cheating investigation.
Curiously, these same employees were vocal critics .of lax
safety practices at the plant and had provided Mr. Applegate
with the early leads for his probe into quality control. CG&E
knew of these employees' dissent, because Applegate cited their
allegations in his confidential reports. After the mass firings,
CG&E blew Mr. Applegate's cover. Contrary to normal procedure,
the utility informed the dismissed employees of Applegate's
role in their termination. Mr. Applegate's life since has
been threatened on numerous occasions. On April 1, 1980, after
a mysterious break-in and alleged theft of records from the PM
trailer, the utility fired the radiographers, against whom
Applegate had been unable to find any evidence of impropriety.

,

On February 15, 1980, Mr. Applegate telephoned the NRC'

washington headquarters to disclose the conditions he found at
Zimmer. Simultaneously, he sent his evidence for analysis to
Mr. Upchurch of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (" FBI")
in Cincinnati. Mr. Applegate also provided his evidence to
Mr. Cissel of the United States Attorney's Office in Cincinnati.
Each of these offices and agencies ass,ured Mr. Applegate that
his charges would be pursued. Those assurances rang hollow as
time wore on and nothing was done.

The NRC consented to investigate only after Mr. Applegate
contacted NRC Chairman John Ahearne's office. On March 3, 1980,
investigators led by Mr. Gerald Phillip met with Mr. Applegate
and reviewed some of his contentions and allegations. But
the ensuing July 3,1980 report (No. 50-358/80-09) found only
a minor technical violation.'

Dissatisfied with the limited scope of the investigation
and the failure to thoroughly pursue his evidence, on December
10, 1980, Mr. Applegate made a whistleblowing disclosure to
the Of fice of the special Counsel of the Merit Systems Protection
Board. He charged that the investigative effort represented
violations of law, abuse of authority, mismanagement, and per-
petuated both gross waste and a substantial and specific danger
to public health and safety.

; On December 29, 1980, the special Counsel agreed and ordered
NRC Chairman John Ahearne to investigate and report back on the

i charges. The Commission opened two investigations -- one by the
Office of Inspector and Auditor into the adequacy of the previous
probe, and another by Region III into the issues admittedly not -

covered in the earlier investigation. NRC Region III investi-
gators have contacted over 90 witnesses already and estimate
they will continue the probe for another six weeks. Region III

. - - - _ - - _--- . - . . - - . _ = _ - - - - .- , _ - . - - -
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has promised to take sworn statements from witnesses and to
provide them with copies. (April 24, 1981 telephone conversa-
tion between Thomas Devine and Bert Davis, Paul McCarten and
John Streator.) (" April 24 telephone conversation.")

LEGAL GROUNDS FOR SUSPENSION OF A CONSTRUCTION PERMIT

A. LEGAL REQUIREMENTS

The law gives the Commission broad discretion to re-
voke, suspend or modify the construction permit of an NRC
licensee.

42 U.S.C. S2236 states that:

A license or construction permit may be revoked,
suspended or modified in whole or in part, for any
material false statement in the application for license
or in the supplemental or other statement of fact re-
quired by the applicant; or because of conditions
revealed by the application for license or statement
of fact or any report, record, inspection, or other
means which would warrant the Commission to refuse
to grant a license on an original application; or
for failure to construct or operate a facility in
accordance with the terms of the construction permit
or license or the technical specifications in the
application; or for the violation of or failure to
observe any of the terms and provisions of this
chapter or of any regulation of the Commission.

Part 50.100 of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations
states the same criteria for the revocation, suspension or
modification of a construction permit.

The NRC has a mandatory duty to exercise this authority
when necessary. According to the decision in Natural Resources
Defense Council v. U.S. Nuclear Reculatory Commission, 582 F.2d
166 (2nd Cir. 1978), under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, the
NRC is required to determine that there will be adequate pro-
tection of the health and safety of the public. The issue of
safety must be resolved before the Commission issues a construc-

,

| tion permit. (Porter Cty. Ch. of Izaak Walton League v. Atomic
Energy Commission, 515 F.2d 513, 524 [7th Cir. 1975].)

B. CRITERIA TO EXERCISE DISCRETION

| According to 10 C.F.R. 52.202 Order to show cause, the
NRC "may institute a proceeding to modify, suspend, or revoke a
license or for such other action as may be proper by serving on
the licensee an order to show cause which will: (1) allege the

t

I
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violations with which the licensee is charged, or the poten-
tially hazardous conditions or other facts deemed to be suf-
ficient ground for the proposed action." As interpreted in
the Proposed General Statement of Policy and Procedure for
Enforcement Actions, published in the Federal Register, 44
F.R. 66754, Oct. 7, 1980 (10 C.F.R. 52.202, 2.204), suspension
orders can be used to remove a threat to the public health and
safety, the common defense and security or the environment.
More specifically, suspension orders can be issued to stop
facility construction when further work would preclude or
significantly hinder the identification and correction of an
improperly constructed safety-related system or component; or
if the licensee's quality assurance program implementation is
not adequate and effective to provide confidence that construc-
tion activities are being properly carried out. Moreover,
orders can be issued when the licensee has not responded
adequately to other enforcement action or when the licensee
interferes with the conduct of an inspection or investigation-
or for any reason not mentioned above for which license revoca-
tion is legally authorized. In order to help determine the
significance of violations within this list, the Commission
established " severity Categories" ranging from the most funda-
mental structural flaws -- Severity I; to minor technicalities --
Severity VI. 44 F.R. at 66758-59.

Region III's enforcement criteria are consistent with
these guidelines. For example, in a February 26, 1981, meeting
you explained that if there is faulty construction and the pro-
gram for controlling the problem is inadequate, you would have
no chnice but to stop the project. You illustrated this cri-
terion thrcugh the example of an across-the-board breakdown
in a quality assurance program. (February 26, 1981 Transcript
of Taped Meeting Between Members of the Region III Staff and
Representative of the Government Accountability Project and Mr.
Thomas Applegate, at 127, 129.)*

1
1

| 1. SAFETY-RELATED DEFECTS

GENERAL

| Our review of inspection reports at the NRC Public Documents
Room has revealed a pattern of increasingly significant safety-,

| releated problems, including failures to comply with the law and
NRC regulations as well as to correct past noncompliances.

* Pursuant to an agreement among the participants at the meeting,
| the transcript will not be released publicly prior to the con-

clusion of the NRC's current investigation into Mr. Applegate's
charges.

i

I

. _ - . _ _. _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _. - . - . . - . -
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Region III increasingly has recognized the significance
of this pattern. The February 3, 1981 report of the NRC's
Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance ("SALP") iden-
tified 59 violations of NRC construction and operations require-
ments during 1979 and the first ten months of 1980. The report
concluded, The noncompliance history is of regulatory concern."

The number of items of noncompliance at Zimmer is the highest
of any plant under construction in Region III. " (Rep. No.
50-358/80-27) A sampling of significant safety-related vio-
.lations follows. These findings consistently support the charges
of Zimmer employees who have blown the whistle on significant
safety defects and shared their evidence with Mr. Applegate
through GAP.

SPECIFICS

A) Welds

Welds are the " glue" that holds the plant together,
from piping to critical components. Unfortunately, NRC reports
cite noncompliances at nearly every step of the process, includ-
ing training, equipment, quality assurance, questionable welds
and failure to correct previous citations. The NRC reports on
welds at Zimmer offer a microcosm of the systematic weaknesses
that we will discuss in this submission.

1) Qualifications of welders. 10 C.F.R. 550 App. B
Criterion XIV, states that:

Measures shall be established to indicate
by the use of markings such as stamps, tags,
labels, routing cards, or other suitable
means, the status of inspections and tests
performed upon individual items of the nuclear
power plant or fuel processing plant. These
measures shall provide for the identification
of items which have satisfactorily passed re-
quired inspections and tests, where necessary
to preclude inadvertent bypassing of such in-
spections and tests.

Contrary to this section, a 1979 NRC report found that
welding had proceeded even though the inspector had not etamped
his acceptance / rejection of proper welding procedures, welder
qualifications, filler material, joint design cleanliness and
fit tack welds. (Rep. No. 50-358/79-12-01) In essence, the
licensee just took it for granted in this instance that the
welders were qualified. Without the proper inspection of
welding procedures and welder qualification, it is impossible
to guarantee the quality and safety of the welds.

.

w n- e w-n -- w -----
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Nor are questions about welder qualifications mere
hypotheticals. A 1980 NRC report found that of 30 new welders
tested between July 23, 1980 and August 6, 1980, seventeen
were rejected. In response, the licensee agreed to " sample
test" the previously qualified welders. (Rep. No. 50-358/
80-16) In our opinion, spot-checking is an inappropriate
response when over half the welders checked in this sample
could not pass muster. Further, if the welders are rejected,
it follows that the welds they performed should undergo in-
dependent tests.

The findings are especially troublesome in light of
a January 29, 1981 affidavit provided to GAP by Mr. Ed
Hofstadter, former manager of a Zimmer contractor. (Enclosed
as Exhibit 1) The affidavit describes the almost arrogant

.

disregard of the personnel qualification requirements of
Criteria IX. He testified that the contractor permitted em-
ployees to take their qualification tests as many times as
needed until they passed once. One employee took the test 60
times before he passed and was " certified" as qualified. The
normal procedure is to require additional training, practice
and experience before permitting the test to be retaken.
(p3. at 3. )

2) Documentation for quality of equipment. 10 C.F.R.
550 App. B, Criterion IX, specifies that:" Measures shall be
established to assure that special processes including weld-
ing, heat treating, and nondestructive testing, are controlled
and accomplished by qualified personnel using qualified pro-
cedures in accordance with applicable codes, standards, speci-
fications, criteria and other special requirements."

A 1979 NRC report found, however, that welding tempera-
ture requirements were not verified and the tools needed for i

such verification were not immediately available for personnel
performing and verifying the acceptability of welding. (Rep.

No. 50-358/79-12) Similarly, a 1980 NRC report found no
American Society of Mechanicat Engineers ("ASME") spec and
qualification records for the welding equipment used in fabri-
cation and supports for various safety-related parts. (Rep.

No. 50-358/80-25)

3) Care of welding ecuipment. 10 C.F.R. 550 App. B,
Criterion IX, states in part, " Measures shall be established to
assure that special process, including welding...are accomplished
...using qualified procedures...and other special requirements."

But an April 23, 1980 NRC report found noncompliance
when "the licensee failed to provide measures to control the
welding process, in that two (2) portable rod warmers [used for
work in the plant's suppression pod] were not plugged in while

_. . .. -__ _ --
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in use." (Rep. No. 50-358) These portable ovens, or " caddies,"
must be plugged in at all times, except during transport to
and from the rod shack. They keep the welding rods at a con-
stant temperature of about 80".

Unfortunately, one caddy was slightly warm and another
"relatively cold." The ovens apparently had been unplugged for"quite a while." The inspector also found welding equipment '

that was rusted, with the ends uncapped and water inside. (Id.)

Of course, once defects in equipment are identified,the utility is legally obligated to correct them. 10 C.F.R.550, App. B, Criterion xvI, requires in part:

Measures shall be established to assure that
conditions adverse to quality such as failures,
malfunctions, deficiencies, deviations, defective
material and equipment, and nonconformances are
promptly identified and corrected. In the
case of significant conditions adverse to quality,
the measures shall assure that the cause of the
condition is determined and corrective action
taken to preclude repetition.

But CG&E apparently was unconcerned. A June 23,
1980 NRC report cited noncompliance with this requirement.
The inspector had observed a rod warmer in use, although it
wasn 't plugged in and the top was removed, exposing ' the weld
rod. The inspector noted with some frustration that " [w] eld
rod control has been brought to the attention of the licensee
for many years and has been cited as items of noncomoliance
at least ten times in the last five years... (Rep. No."

.

50-358/80-14) (emphasis added.)

CG&E remained unimpressed. A September 19, 1980 re-
port illustrated its inability or unwillingness to correct
identified defects. The report observed:

The corrective action taken to ensure con-
trol of weld rod used for welding of
safety-related co'eonents has been inadequate....
On August 19, 1980, the inspector observed
portable weld rod warmer IA-18, containing
approximately 1/2 pound of low hydrogen weld

'
rod, deenergized and unattended for at least,

4 hours. This item is repetitive of pre-
viously identified items of noncompliance
in weld rod control and is indicative that
previous corrective actions taken have been
inadequate. (Rep. No. 50-358/80-19)

{
__ ._ - ___

-
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These findings confirm the reports of a former Zimmer
employee, who provided an af fidavit to GAP. Although the em-
ployee wishes to remain anonymous, he also-has spoken with
your current investigators. In his affidavit, he testified
that the temperatures of the portable ovens range from 50*-300*
Farenheit.

4) Keeping track of equipment. 10 C.F.R. S50, App.
B, Criterion VII, states that:

Measures shall be established for the iden-
tification and control of materials, parts,
and components, including partially fabricated
assemblies. Those measures shall assure the
identification of the item by heat number, part
number, serial number or other appropriate
means....

In violation of this section, the NRC reported that
weld filler material maintained in the disbursement center
(rod shack) was placed in holding ovens without benefit of
the required material heat number traceability system. Nor
were maps obtained for that location. (Rep. No. 50-358/79-12)
If there were a breakdown within a particular system, it would

i be difficult, without prior identification and weld location
maps, to identify and locate a faulty or defective weld.
The report is consistent with the testimony of the anonymous
Zimmer employee, who reported that rods routinely are taken
and kept away from the rod shack without doing the necessary
paperwork.

5) Damaging other components during welding. 10 C.F.R.
S50, App. B, Criterion XIII, states that: " Measures shall be
established to control the handling, storage, shipping, clean-
ing, and preservation of material and equipment in accordance
with work and inspection instructions to prevent damage or
deterioration."

But a 1979 NRC report found that welding activities
were carried on without adequately protecting the installed
cables. (Rep. No. 50-358/79-28) This type of carelessness
could not only damage the cables, but could result in short
circuiting of electrical cables or even outbreaks of fire.

6) Segregating defective materials and components.
10 C.F.R. 550, App. B, Criterion XV, gives the criteria for
control of nonconforming materials, parts or components.
" Measures shall be established to control materials, parts,
or components which do not conform to requirements in order,

to prevent their inadvertent use or installation. These

. - - ._ . _ - _ - . . - - - - .-- __ . _ _ _ , .
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measures shall include, as appropriate, procedures for iden-
tification, documentation, segregation, disposition and notifi-
cation to affected organizations."

In May, 1979, NRC inspectors observed an excess of
50 containers of acknowledged nonconforming weld filler material
for several days within the primary weld rod disbursement room
without benefit of nonconformance identifying tags or controlled
segregation. (Rep. No. 50-358/79-15-11) With a large amount
of unidentified nonconforming material in an area regularly
used to disburse conforming material, it is possible that
nonconforming material was used with the ultimate result of
faulty welds in critical areas. Carelessness in workmanship
was found not only in the control of weld materials, but also
the weld activity itself.

Indeed, even the original NRC investigator for Mr.
Applegate's disclosure found that safety-related piping with
questionable welds was released and installed without " hold"
tags, before the questions had been resolved. (Rep. No. 50-358/
80-09)

7) Records base for welding inspections. 10 C.F.R.
550, App. B, Criterion xvIII, specifies that:

Sufficient records shall be maintained to
furnish evidence of activities affecting
quality. The records shall include at least
the following: Operating logs and the results
of reviews, inspections, tests, audits, moni-
toring of work performance and materials
analyses. The records shall also include...the
acceptability and the action taken in connection
with any deficiencies noted.

In May,1979, the field welding checklist located in
the suppression pool for documenting modifications in welding
activity did not adequataly reflect th; status of work &B
required by the Special Process Procedures Manual. (Rep.

| No. 50-358/79-12) Without an accurate checklist, it would
[ be difficult to reaudit deficient areas where follow-up action
i is necessary.

!

l 8) Qualifications of Radiographers. 10 C.F.R. 550,
App. B, Criterion IX, requires, " Measures shall be established
to assure that special processes, including... nondestructive
testing, are controlled and accomplished by qualified per-

; sonnel using qualified procedures in accordance with appli-
! cable codes, standards, specifications, criteria and other
| special requirements."

l

|
|

_ . _ _ _ _ _ - _ __-
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A 1980 report, however, found a noncompliance for the
radiographers who conduct x-rays for Kaiser Engineering, the
construction firm building the plant. The Kaiser manual failedto specify experience in magnetic particle, ultrasonic or radio-
graphic examinations, contrary to professional requirements for
Level II personnel. (Rep. No. 50-358/80-20)

9) Reliability of x-rays for welds. A February 25,
1981 NRC report evidenced the ongoing inadequacy of the welding
inspection effort at Zimmer. In violation of Criterion IX,
supra, " unacceptable radiographic techniques and discrepancies
in Kaiser Radiographic Reports were observed in four of the
twenty field weld documentation packages reviewed." The reportobserved:

The significance of the noncompliance item is
in its repetitiveness rather than in the actual
finding. NRC inspections during 1978 and 1979
identified discrepancies in radiographic tech-
niques and reports. As part of the corrective
actions, Cincinnati Gas and Electric Company
hired a consultant to review radiographs and
reports for turnover prior to operation, and this
effort was completed in April, 1980. The dis- .crepancies identified in Appendix A were found
during a review of packages which received final
review and were accepted. In responding to this

,

item, please describe actions taken to assure
confidence that similar discrepancies do not
exist in other packages already accepted.
(Rep. No. 50-358/81-03) (Emphasis added. )

10) Recurring cuestions of faulty welds. NRC reports
are beginning to show the results of the shoddy welding program.
Many welds have unresolved questions and are on " hold" status.

| But the 1980 review of radiographic packages discussed above fcund
14 defective welds. (Id.) Another recent NRC report observedi that new tests r6jected 22 hangars and welds previously inspectedand accepted in diesel generator areas. (Rep. No. 50-358/80-16)

11) Welds performed outside the plant. The above violationsfocus on defects surrounding safety-related welds done in-house at
Zimmer. But several witnesses have insisted that most of the faultywelds were performed by outside suppliers. Mr. Applegate's dis-
closure passed on employee estimates that up to 20% of Zimmer's
welds on prefabricated piping, outside the plant, are faulty.
Similarly he forwarded an affidavit stating that repairs were only
made on welds done in-house, excluding the prefabricated piping.
Unfortunately, overlaps in the x-rays exposed the prefabricated
welds as inferior to those performed on-site.

Mr. Hofstadter testified that questionable manual welds
. on the cable trays support the plant's electrical system. These

. - - - _ - _ - . . _ - . . _ . . ._- . _ _ _ _ _ --_
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particular welds are at a key juncture because they hold all the
weight of the cables that travel from the top of the plant down
into the containment area where they switch to a horizontal direction
and spread the weight out again. In the event of a weld failure at
a juncture, the cables would fall and possibly have their insulation
cut off due to sharp edges where the tray breaks. At a minimum
there would be an electrical short. More likely, he explained,
the result would be man-made lightning. Uith the primary and two
back-up systems stacked on top of each other, any short could shut
down the electrical circuits for the entire plant. (Exhibit 1, p. 2.)

* * *

In short, the NRC reports evidence a systematic breakdown of
the welding process at Zimmer, including personnel training, equip-
ment, records and inspections. There is little question that the
confirmed defects only hint at the magnitude of the flaws produced
by this operation. And the defects in welds prepared outside the
plant may dwarf the in-house defects. The NRC reports add credibility
to employee estimates of widespread deficiencies. In order to
resolve the doubts, operations at Zimmer should be suspended
while the Commission conducts comprehensive, independent tests of
the welds in key safety-related systems.

.

B) Sanitation and maintenance of equipment

At a nuclear power plant, sensitive components are
the public's defense against potentially disastrous accidents
and costly shutdowns. As a result, there is no excuse for
anything less than the highest sanitation standards. Damage
to safety equipment must be avoided at all costs. Equally
significant, debris, trash and dust are highly flammable
materials, particularly when they accumulate around electrical
equipment. In short, the area around sensitive equipment must
be spotless. Unfortunately, NRC raports en the Zimmer ccn=
struction site describe many of the characteristics of a garbage
dump.

1) Pursuant to 10 C.F.R. 550 Appendix B, Criterion V, the

utility periodically must conduct cleanup and flushing operations
of various systems. A March, 1979 report illustrates the con-
sequences of a violation. When they broke for lunch, pipe
fitters forgot to close the valves and stop the flushing that
operates heat removal systems for the reactor.

The consequences were frightening. Water overflowed
from the reactor building equipment drain tank and into the
corner room which contained the pumps, instruments and valves.
The corner room can become an approximately five-foot pool.
When water was discovered flowing out of this corner room, the
uncontrollable flush was terminated by closing other valves.
Instruments involved in the flood had to be dried, cleaned,
inspected and recalibrated. This backup resulted in a water

___ _ __
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washdown of a motor and pump. During the flushing the floor
drains were also filled and backed up in another level of the
reactor building. The operating staff told the NRC inspector
that pump motors in the same corner of the room had been washed *

down in similar events several times within the previous few
months! (Rep. No. 50-358/79-06-07)

2) Another instance of the failure to prope'rly maintain
safety-related equipment occurred when the area around a spare
battery charger was not clean of debris and trash. The battery
charger was not free of insulation and concrete pieces, even
though it had been turned over for pre-operational testing.
(Rep. No. 50-358/79-06)

3) The floor above the switchgear room, adjacent to the
control room, had excess sand-like dust as a result of dis-
integration out of the miscellaneous construction debris and
was observed scattered on the floor. (Rep. No. 50-358/79-28)

4) In violation of 10 C.F.R. S50 Appendix B, Criterion
XIII, supra, relating to the cleaning and preservation of
material and equipment, NRC inspections revealed that several
electrical penetration blocks had an excessive amount of dust
accumulated on them. (Rep. No. 50-358/79-39)

5) In violation of 10 C.F.R. 550 Appendix B, Criterion
V, tools used in the suppression pool modification were not
positively identified and controlled to preclude possible con-
tamination. In addition, shock absorbers, known as hydraulic
scrubbers, were observed without accumulation indicators or
protective covers as required, thereby leaving the scrubbers
unprotected from physical damage. The scrubbers are a key com-
ponent in the piping support system. They help to keep the

| pipes from breaking. (ncps Nu. 5 0-358/ ~19-3 7)

6) The Criterion XIII violation uncovered in a 1980
NRC inspection, strains the imagination. In a May 1980 plant
tour, the NRC inspector found the following materials scattered
in cable trays throughout the reactor building and in the cable
spreading room:

! light bulbs * concrete *
paper towels vacuum cleaner hose
pipe wire brush *
wooden boards goggles
pop bottles * magazines
pop cans * face shieldi

empty oil cans apple cores
hanger support piece * rags
sawdust cable tie wrap

* Asterisked items are material which will cause damage
to safety-related cables.

(Rtp. No. 50-358/80-12)

1
1

- - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - -
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7) Apparently the utility was unimpressed. On June 9,
a Region III inspector found, inter alia, the following items
in cable trays during a plant tour: light bulbs, metal pipe,
support clamp, wire brush, concrete chips, metal pipe fittings,
expansion anchor bolt, various pieces of metal, rags, pieces of
wood, paper towels and a cardboard box. The report noted, "As
a result of this finding a cable tray cleaning crew has been
assigned to clean all cable trays in the Reactor and Auxiliary
buildings on a monthly rotating basis." (Rep. No. 50-358/80-14)

8) The " cleaning crew" was a good idea, but a January;

27, 1981 Region III report described the results: The in-
spector found excessive amounts of combustible material in
the Service Water Structure, and light bulbs in a cable tray.
Most significant, "A collection of beer cans and paper trash
was observed in the RH [ Residue Heat] piping tunnel on the
east wall, 570' elevation of the reactor building." (Rep. No.
50-358/80-26) (emphasis added)*

9) The mess at Zimmer remains. A February 13, 1981 re-
port "[e]xcessive amounts of combustible material" in the RH
Heat Exchanger Rooms, part of the plant's cooling system.
(Rep. No. 50-358/81-01)

These NRC reports confirm the criticisms of Gorman Reynolds,
a Millwright general foreman, who worked for Reactor Controls,
Inc., at Zimmer in 1978 and 1979. In a May 21, 1979 affidavit
(attached as Exhibit 2), he testified that small metal shavings
were possibly clogging the control rod blades. Reactor Controls
passed the blades anyway.

clearly, the =cs: at Zimmer represents more than sloppyt

l housekeeping. It supports suspension of the construction permit
on two grounds. Due to the widespread contamination, it is
impossible, without widescale independent testing, to assess
the damage that may have affected sensitive equipment already.
At a minimum, operations should be stopped for a thorough house-
cleaning to avoid future danage.

C. Control Rods

A 1979 NRC inspection of control rod blades documented
that 86 out of 137 failed to pass certain tests, and eleven out
of 86 exceeded permissible ranges of thickness under pressure.
(Rep. No. 50-358/79-06)

* Interestingly the inspector noted the beer cans as a sanitation
problem, but apparently neglected to inquire why employees were
drinking 570 feet into the reactor.

.

1
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The inspection report is consistent with employee concerns.
For example, Mr. Applegate has forwarded to you an April 29,
1979 affidavit and 1981 interview notes from Mr. Thomas Martin, a
former millwright who worked for Reactor Controls, Inc. ("RCI")
inspecting control rods at Zimmer. (The documents are enclosed
as Exhibit 3.) Mr. Martin explained that the control rods are
necessary to shutdown the reactor. If the blades are larger
than specifications, the rods might fuse with the reactor vessel
during high temperatures in an accident, possibly resulting in
a neltdown.

He reported that his crew found that around 75% of the
reactor control rod blades exceeded specifications. Consistent
with normal procedure, they recrated the rods to return to General
Electric, the vendor. But the RCI supervisor ordered them to
put clamps on the rods and reinspect them. With the help of
the clamps, the rods passed the tests. When Mr. Martin informed
a CG&E engineer about the defective control rods and other
testing defects, his crew was laid off within a week. Mr.
Martin has been vindicated. In a March 13, 1981 letter to
CG&E, you reported that NRC inspections led to Stop Work Orders
discontinuing all RCI activities. (Rep. No. 50-358/80-25)

Additionally, there are questions about backup equipment
for the control rods. Mr. Vic Griffin is quality assurance
engineer with 20 years ' experience. He worked for Kaiser Engineer-
ing at Zimmer until his 1976 resignation. Mr. Applegate has
forwarded the notes from his February 1, 1981 telephone inter-
view to assist with your investigation. (The notes are attached
as Exhibit 4.) Mr. Griffin provided numerous examples of suspect
components in safety systems.

For instance, he reported that at one point the control
rod drive pump, which activates the rods, was missing. Even-
tually the pump was located in the mud under a trailer. The
licensee conducted a superficial test to see if the pump still
worked, but failed to inspect whether its long-term reliability
was compromised. As a result, this possibly weakened critical
component remains a potential hazard waiting for activation.

D. Piping and Hangars

The plant's piping and hangars represent the skeleton
of the system. But the recent SALP report evidenced an increas-
ing trend of regulatory violations. Although construction is
winding down, the report noted with concern the high incidence
of rejected work in the area of piping and hangar supports.
(Rep. No. 50-358/80-27) A March 3, 1981 NRC report revealed
just how badly the quality of. piping had deteriorated. Your
cover letter cited a pattern of " repetitive noncompliance in
this area [large and small bore piping activities] during the

.
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past three years." (Rep. No. 50-358/80-25)

* * *

The violations summarized above provide only a few
examples of the suspect safety components at Zimmer. Mr.
Applegate's whistleblowing disclosure and subsequent sub-
missions have referred to witnesses with information on in-
adequate fittings for residue heat valves; suspect quality
metal in the residue heat valves; clogged flues in the feedwater
pumps that carry makeup water to the plant's cooling tower;
" waterproof" doors that leak; cable trays loaded to 50% of
capacity when the legal limit is 60%; and other safety defects.

Even if management systems and security measures were sound,
the physical deficiencies already documented at Zimmer justify
a suspension of construction. Before permitting work on new
systems, the Commission should thoroughly assess the damage
through independent tests; order and monitor the utility's
completion of necessary repairs; and force the licensee to
clean up the inexcusable mess at the construction site.

II. QUALITY ASSURANCE

GENERAL

A licensee's quality assurance program is its internal
structure of checks and balances to guarantee safe operations.
Every applicant for a construction permit is required by the
provisions of 10 C.F.R. 550.34 to include in its preliminary
safety analysis report a description of the quality assurance
program to be applied to the design, fabrication, construction
and testing of the structures, systems and components of the
facility. Quality assurance comprises all those planned and
systematic actions ncessary to provide adequate confidence that
a structure, system or ccmponent will perform satisfactorily in
service. Each structure, system or component must be documented,
inspected and undergo periodic audits to verify compliance with
all aspects of the quality assurance program.

Perhaps the most damning evidence of unacceptable perfor-
mance at Zimmer concerns the quality assurance ("QA") program.
The recently released SALP report found a " continued increase
in items of noncompliance in spite of reduced construction ac-

; tivity" and noted the " lack of aggressive and effective manage-
ment of the Quality Assurance Organization." (Rep. No. 50-358/
80-27) The following examples illustrate the failure of quality
control at Zimmer.

1

_ . - _
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SPECIFICS

A) Designs

The designs are the plant's blueprint and serve as
the writu.n foundation of quality control. Mr. Applegate 's
disclosure cited employees' repeated reports that designs
were drawn af ter the fact to comport with work already done.
NRC reports provide repeated examples where designs have been
nanipulated .

1. Failure to obtain approval for designs. 10 C.F.R.
S50, Appendix B, Criterion III, provides, in part:

Measures shall include provisions to assure
that appropriate quality standards are speci-
fied and included in design documents and that
deviations from such standards are controlled....
' Measures shall be established for the identi-
fication and control of design interfaces and
for coordination among participating design
organizations. These measures shall include
the establishment of procedures among parti-
cipating design organizations for the review,
approval, release, distribution and revision
of documents involving design interfaces.

However, in violation of this section, the design
engineers had not cpproved all of the design criteria established
to select steel structural beams, relative to the small bore
pipe hanger and restraint systems. In addition, design guidance
on multiple branched restraint structures was not made available
to the site installers. (Rep. No. 50-358/80-05)

2. Inadequate designs for specific safety-related com-
ponents. 10 C.F.R. 550 Appendix B, Criterion III, states, in
part, that " measures shall be established to assure that appli-
cable regulatory requirements and the design basis. . .are correctly
translated into specifications, drawings, and procedures, and
instructions." Four examples drawn from NRC reports illustrate
the widescale of design defects.

A 1980 NRC report documented that design of the con-,

: necting bolts for certain pipe whip restraints was inadequate, i
because basic data was missing from the specification provided l

for field construction. (Rep. No. 50-358/80-13) The whip !

i restraints help prevent piping from being damaged through move- )
ment. Similarly, a September 19, 1980 report cited five valves

J
that did not appear on or match the design specifications.
(Rep. No. 50-358/80-19) A March 13, 1981 NRC report cited
additional noncompliances, including, inter alia, incomplete
drawings and designs for the control rod drive suspension system;

- . . __ _ _ _ . -. , . _ . . _ _ - ._ _ _ _ - _ _ .. ,, - . , - .._ _ _ _
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and failure to provide necessary design and acceptance criteria1

for earthquakes. (Rep. No. 50-358/80-25) y,

i

i

: 3. Manipulation of design modifications. Changing
j designs in the middle of the construction process thwarts
4 effective quality control, unless the modifications are care-

fully controlled. As a result, 10 C.F.R. 550, Appendix B,>

Criterion VI states that, " changes to documents shall be re- I

viewed and approved by the same organizations that performed
: the original review and approval unless the applicant designates
3 another responsible individual." Similarly, design modifica-
I tions must be integrated into the qualify assurance program
.

through methods such as reinspection.
I
; Region III reports over the last two years have citedi noncompliances with all these requirements. A 1979 inspection
j found that the piping suspension system had not been properly
j reinspected after design modifications. (Rep. No. 50-358/79-37)

Last year, your office reported that structural design changes,

were not incorporated into the quality assurance program to!

insure actual implementation. (Rep. No. 50-358/80-15)i

j 4. Failure to correct identified design flaws. The
test of a licensee's commitment to correct noncompliances the
NRC has cited already. It is not surprising that an October,
1980 inspection cited two new noncompliances for failure to'

i correct design violations identified earlier in the year. (Rep.
1 No. 50-358/80-22)

These violations are consistent with information fur-,

nished to the NRC through Mr. Applegate alleging that inaccuratei

designs led to damage in the lining of the plant's suppression'

pool when modifications were attempted. Mr. Applegate's;

! whistleblowing disclosure referred to employees who would testify
that a design flaw in the heat exchanger control panel permitted*

: an operator mistakenly to force 1200 pounds of pressure through
: pipes only meant to handle 300 pounds, ripping the pipe and
I soaking electricians with a hard spray of water that would'have

been radioactive had the plant been in operation. One employee
told GAP the incident was so severe that a gash immediately

: opened up around 3/4 of the 48-inch diameter on 3/8th-inch thick
j steel piping. Another employee recalled that the rupture shook
i the building. As he summarized, "My God -- it was scary '" '
i
.

| In short, there is serious question whether the Zimmer
plant "on paper" is the same as the Zimmer plant in reality.

] Design specifications are more than a formality. It would be
| a nightmare if repair crews were unable to accurately locate
'

Parts without delay in an emergency. Even worse, faulty designs
may exacerbate the " human errors" that can cause accidents.

t

.
-- - - . - _- - _ .- - - - - - - _ . - - - - - _
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.

B) Audits

: IC C.F.R. 550 Appendix B, Criterion XVIII states
that:

1 A comprehensive system of planned and
periodic audits shall be carried out to

j verify compliance with all aspects of the
] quality assurance program and to determine

the ef fectiveness of the program. The!

audits shall be performed in accordance
with the written procedures or check lists
by appropriately trained personnel not
having direct responsibilities in the areas
being audited. Audit results shall be
documented and reviewed by management

! having responsibility in the area audited.
Follow up action, including reaudit of
' deficient areas, shall be taken where in-
dicated.

Repeatedly the audits of Zimmer did not comply
with NRC standards. In May, 1979, the NRC inspection team
cited noncompliance for failure to develop and improve the
tracking system for open audit items. The log contained

; multiple errors which had not been corrected and the status
of open items was not clear. The same report documented

'

the licensee's failure to even conduct a compulsory second
audit during 1978. Similarly to the CG&E program, the re-;

port cited Kaiser's OA program for infrequent and noncompre-
hensive audits, as well as missing records. (Rep. No. SP 358/
79-14)

Even when audits occur, all too often the utility
has failed to act on the results. For example, a 1980 NRC
report observed that the licensee had failed to act on Kaiser
audits issued in 1977. (Rep. No. 50-358/80-07) Later last
year, Region III found noncompliances due to repeated failures
to respond to audit results. (Rep. No. 50-358/80-14) The
pattern of ignoring noncompliances continue 3. A January 27,
1981 NRC report found that an audit report o.1 deficiencies in
the electric production department had been closed, despite
the absence of promised repair work.

At least the utility went through the motions for
in-site activities by Kaiser Engineering, the main construction
firm. The utility didn't conduct any audits on certain vendors
and subcontractors. For example, your office reported non-
compliances this year when the licensee failed both to audit
RCI design work at the corporate office, and RCI suspension
system activities on-site. (Rep. No. 50-358/80-25) On
February 19, 1981, Region III put the significance of this
default in perspective. Referring to the' January 28, 1981

-- __. . . . _ - - . _ - - . - - - _ - . . - - . - . - . _ - . - - _ .
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' enforcement conference with licensee of ficials that led to
a Stop Work Order on RCI, you stated, "[i]n view of the con-
tinued occurrence of safety related suspension design and ,

installation problems, and the recurrence of the same problems,
the licensee's established corrective action measures are
considered to be insufficient and-ineffective." (IE Enforce-ment Report No. 50-358/81-04)

The evidence suggests that the RCI fiasco was not
an isolated incident. Mr. Griffin reported that CG&E generally
did not go bayond paperwork checks and telephone references
of outsiL7 :.uppliers who back internal quality controls. He

j passed along the utility's excuse that "we have to put our
'

trust in the manufacturers." Mr. Griffin explained that this
kind of trust would turn the blood of any quality control
engineer in the country to ice. (Exhibit 4, at pp. 2-3.)

Unless quality control procedures have improved
drastically, Stop Work Orders may be a necessity for components
throughout the plant supplied by outside vendors. Construction
should be suspended until the NRC can thoroughly review the
adequacy of both the licensee and outside vendor audits on
a comprehensive basis.

C) Inspections and Tests

This key aspect of quality control is the last defense
against defective components. As a result, 10 C.F.R. 550
Appendix B, Criterion XI states that --

[a] test program shall be established to assure
that all testiig required to demonstrate that
structures, systems, and components will perform
satisfactorily in service is identified and per-
formed in accordance with written test procedures
which incorporate the requirements and acceptance
limits contained in applicable design documents....
Test results shall be documented and evaluated to
assure that test requirements have been satisfied.

Distressingly, the sorry record of inspections and tests match
the audit program's credibility gap.

1. Testing the right components. A quality control
program cannot find defects in components it doesn't look at.
But a 1980 NRC inspection found noncompliance when --

a. Eight RH system valves were identified
which had not been included in the
system release for pre-operational testing.

!

!

,

-

1
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b. Four RH system instruments were
identified which had not been
included in the system release
for preoperational testing. |

|
c. One RH system valve operator

'

motor supply was identified
which had not been included in
the system release for pre-
operational testing. (Rep. No.
50-358/80-19)

A 1979 Region III inspection revealed a related
problem. The materials for safety-related gaskets were not
the same ones that had been tested. (Rep. No. 59-358/79-13)

2. Finding defective components. Recent NRC reports
have expressed alarm at the trend of newly-discovered problems
with small bore piping, even as construction winds down. The
late exposure should not be surprising. A 1980 report cited
the licensee's failure to identify or document nonconformances
in small bore piping and restraints. (Rep. No. 50-358/80-05)

3. Defining away test results. When the testing
program has worked, all too of ten the " repairs" have been
mere paperwork. Your March 3, 1981 letter to CG&E reported
Stop Work Orders stopping the " voiding of...nonconformance
reports." This is a polite way of saying that the Kaiser
quality control manager fiated away test results that revealed
safety problems. The same report also noted a repeat viola-
tion through another maneuver -- redrawing the designs when
a part fails under the original design. (Rep. No. 50-358/80-25)

4. Recurring patterns of inadequate testing. For
years, your office has been citing CG&E Ior inadequate tests
and inspections. But the sloppiness continues. After an

| inspection two years ago, the NRC noted increasing concern
j with certain elements of CG&E's test program controls and

the discipline of operations associated with the testing.
The thrust was continued findings of numerous procedural
violations and inadequate communications, some of which
resulted in equipment degradation and damage. The report called

, for prompt management action needed to strengthen the overview
| and discipline of CG&E's pre-operational test program. -( Re p .

No. 50-358/79- )

Apparently the management wasn't listening. A
March 3, 1981 report provides an illustration - the tests for

| hanger and concrete expansion bolts in the plant's suspension
system. Region III first had identified deficiencies in March,

.- - -- . - . . .. -- - . _ -- _
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1978. During the system, RCI only tested half of the re-
quired 100% of the bolts. (Rep. No. 50-358/80-25) By December,
1980, after more than 90% of relevant safety-related components
had been installed, over 50% needed repairs. The NRC con-cluded that "the DC ["Ouality Control") program for the
installation and inspection of the suspension system has not
proven to be effective." (Id.)

A February 13, 1981 report evidences a continuing
| comedy of errors in the pre-operational test program. The'

report cited a noncompliance when the test procedure was
changed without notice - test sections were not verified as
completed; and the test measurement instrument was nine months
overdue. Additionally, the crew neglected to close a valve
in the middle of the test, and " water was blown onto the floor
and personnel." (Rep. No. 50-358/81-01)

Region III is confirming the allegations Zimmer
whistleblowers have been making for years. Two years ago,
Mr. Martin testified that the calibration was inaccurate on
gauges used to measure control rods. (Exhibit 3, supra.) Five
years ago, Mr. Griffin warned that the testing program was
being manipulated. He described how critical safety components,
i.e., their failure could lead to a meltdown, were underclassi-
fied as non-critical. After undergoing more superficial tests,
the parts would be upgraded to their realistic status as cri-
tical components. In the process, the stringent test for
critical components was circumvented. (Exhibit 4, at pp. 2-3.)

NRC reports are now confirming these charges. But
the plant is nearly completed, and the program has been
flawed for fears. Until all of the faulty tests have been
exposed and done over, nagging doubts will persist whether
faulty components slipped through the gaping holes in the in-
spection program at Zimmer.

D) Maximizing Human Errors

" Human error" recently has been recognized as the
Achilles Heel of even the most well-constructed plants. At
Zimmer the phrase " comedy of human errors" would be more ap-
propriate if the potential consequences were not so disastrous.
Employees already have flooded rooms repeatedly or broken pipes
by forgetting to turn off valves or pressing the wrong switch.
At Zimmer, three factors maximize the chances for mistake:

:

1. Inadequate training. Other sections of this sub-
1 mission describe the poor or non-existent training program for
! radiographers and security guards. The weakness in training

is not isolated, however. A 1980 inspection cited a noncompliance
due to the lack of guidance for workers installing bolts on

.
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seismic supports designed to guard against earthquakes.
(Rep. No. 50-358/80-07) A February 13, 1981 report observed
that the utility has not yet incorporated NRC requirements for
requalification training of reactor operators. (Rep. No.

|50-358/81-01) We wonder how many employees at Zimmer ever
have been told what they're doing, let alone know.

2. Questionable personal backgrounds. Many of the
employees at Zimmer are known as " transient workers" who take
temporary jobs at various nuclear plants. Transient or not,
any employee installing sensitive equipment has a serious
responsibility. We shudder at some of the staff whom CG&E has
chosen to trust. For example, one anonymous employee testi-
fied in an affidavit that bomb and other murder threats are
common at the construction site. Another former employce
disclosed that one worker carried around a machine gun in
the back of his car, with ammunition to match. The employee
shared knowledge that some of the construction workers are
paroled murderers and drug dealers. Some are even wanted in
other states. The utility refused to permit a computer check
to learn how many workers were wanted by law enforcement au-
thorities.

3. Intoxication. Mr. Applegate's disclosures re-
ported widespread drunkenness on the job. Witness after witness
has confirmed the routine of red-eyed employees who did their
work under the handicap of an alcoholic stupor. Witnesses
also have confirmed frequent use of marijuana, as well as
speed and unidentified pills. When security officers took
evidence of hard and soft drugs to the CG&E security chief,
he told them to throw the drugs away so he wouldn't be bothered
with the paperwork.

An NRC report confirmed that beer cans were found
570 feet into the reactor building. (Supra , at 14 . ) It is
hard to understand why this inspector looked at the " empties"
merely as a problem of litter, however. Intoxication weakens
the capacity to install safety components, just as it debili-
tates the ability to drive or to engage in almost any other
activity. At a minimum, the widespread use of drugs and
liquor on-the-job increases the significance of a superficial
quality control program. There are likely to be more defects!
A nuclear plant constructed by drunken employees is likely to
stagger into an accident. *

_ . __ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . .
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E) Integrity of Voluntary Disclosure Program

At February 24, 1981 NRC authorization * hearings, Congress-
man Morris Udall explained the significance of the utility's
failure to report safety defects at Three Mile Island: "The
reporting failures called into question the fundamental premise
on which we are told that the regulatory framework is founded
and that premise is that licensees will voluntarily provide
state and federal officials with information affecting the
public health and safety." Joanne Omang, "TMI's Owners Struggle
With Radioactive and Financial Fallout," The Washington Post,
March 19, 1981, at A2.

The Energy Reorganization Act, P.L. No. 93-438 (Oct. 11,
1974), recognizes the essential nature of this responsibility.
42 U.S.C. S 5846 requires that facilities voluntarily notify the
Commission of noncompliances:

Any individual director, or responsible officer
of a firm constructing, owning, operating or
supplying the components of any facility or
activity which is licensed or otherwise regulated
pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 as
amended [4 2 U.S.C. S2011 et seq.1 or pursuant
to those chapter, who obtaTns information reason-
ably indicating that such facility or activity or
basic components supplied to such facility or
activity (1) fails to comply with the Atomic
Energy Act of 1954, as amended, or any applicable
rule, regulation, order or license of the Commission
relating to substantial safety hazard as designed by
regulations which the Commission shall promulgate
shall immediately notify the Commission of such
failure to comply, or of such defect, unless such
person has actual knowledge that the Commission
has been adequately informed of such defect or,

! failure to comply.~
|

.

'
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The rationale behind this law is contained in the
legislative history for $205 of the Energy Reorganization
Act of 1974:

The Committee intends by this provision to upgrade
the system of detecting and anticipating the defects
that increasinagly have plagued the nuclear power
industry and threaten its safety record on a daily
basis. The application of this provision to com-
ponent suppliers is intended to benefit electric
utilities in particular, which usually have no way
of knowing that a sealed, prefabricated part is
defective until it triggers a shutdown costing tens
of thousands of dollars a day in lost generating
capacity. S. Rep. No. 93-980, 93rd Cong. (1974),
reprinted in [1974] U.S. DOE CONG. & AD. NEWS 5527.

NRC regulations interpret the law strictly. 10 C.F.R.
550.55 (e) (1) and (2) provide that:

[T]he holder of the [ construction] permit shall
notify the commission of each deficiency found in
design and construction, which were it to have re-
mained uncorrected could have affected adversely
the safety of operations of the nuclear. power plant at
any time throughout the expected lifetime of the
plant.... The holder of a construction permit
shall within 24 hours notify the appropriate Nuclear
Regulatory Commission Inspection and Enforcement
Regional Office of each reportable deficiency.

In spite of these requirements, in April, 1980, the
licensee waited ten days to report the magnitude of the stick-
ing deficiency in a key General Electric safety system.
(Rep. No. 50-358/80-08) But this noncompliance was only
symptomatic of CG&E's cloak of silence about the safety defects
at Zimmer.

The licensee has pursued a kneejerk reaction of denying
all safety questions at the plant, with a shameless disregard
for accuracy. For example, in an April 13, 1981 letter from
CG&E's William J. Moran to A. Joseph Dowd of the American
Electric Power Service Corporation, the licensee attempted
to rewrite the NRC's regulatory record by asserting that Mr.
Phillips' 1980 inspection report "did not substantiate any"
of Mr. Applegate's charges. In fact, the report cited a
noncompliance for installing piping without a hold tag before
safety questions were resolved. (Supra, at 10.) Similarly,
the licensee asserted that in the current investigation, "the
NRC has not issued a formal rpoert on their findings but has
indicated verbally to us that they are basically unsubstantiated."

- ._ _ _ ... , - - - _ _ - . . _ _ _ ._ _
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Your of fice informed me that the utility had received no such
assurance. (April 24 telephone conversation.) CG&E has acredibility gap that goes well beyond not taking the initiative
to report defects. The licensee has not hesitated to lie inorder to deny the obvious.

Unfortunately, CG&E has not been satisfied to maintain
its own silence, or even its own denials. The utility will
not tolerate others who expose safety problems at the con-
struction site. For example, Mr. Applegate was hired in order
to catch a number of workers time-cheating. Coincidentally,
those same workers had been criticizing plant safety. When
Mr. Applegate related the frustrations of Peabody Magnaflux-
employees who criticized Kaiser and CG&E for accepting welds
revealed defective in x-rays, his contact in the utility
ordered Applegate to find some way to fire the radiographers.
When Mr. Applegate began investigating safety defects at the
plant, he was released. Even worse, the utility promptlyblew his cover, possibly endangering his life. The utility
and Kaiser routinely have fired employees for " incompetence"
who persisted in voicing safety concerns. CG&E officials
have even stocped to a baseless, defamatory campaign of " red-
baiting" the Government Accountability Project in retaliation
for GAP's assistance to Mr. Applegate.

In sum,.the licensee's consistent response to disclosures
of problens has been to deny everything and smear the whistle-
blower as viciously as possible. There simply isn't any
integrity left in CG&E's voluntary disclosure program. More
than ever, the NRC would risk public health and safety by
continuing to " trust" CG&E's reports.

F) Systematic breakdowns evidenced by repetitive violations.
10 C.F.R. S50 Appendix B, Criterion XVI, states that,

" measures shall be established to assure that conditions ad-
verse to quality, such as failures, malfunctions, deficiencies,
deviations, defective material and equipment, and nonconformances
are promptly identified and corrected."

The practice at Zimmer of ignoring noncompliances
has turned both Criterion XVI and the normal NRC inspection
process into a " circus," in the words of one current employee.
This submission is packed with examples of repetitive noncom-4

! pliances. A 1979 NRC report revealed one approach to guarantee
that " repairs" will pass muster. An electrical test group
made needed modifications but either failed to reinspect the
installations or permitted reinspection by the same employees
responsible for the original defect. (Rep. No. 50-358/79-39)

.
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Your recent evaluations of the licensee's failure
to control the quality of piping are long overdue. Region
III has been patient to a fault. But the March 3 letterobserved:

We are concerned about Cincinnati Gas & Electric
Company's quality assurance program regarding
the activities of Reactor Controls, Inc. (RCI)
and in general, large and small bore piping acti-
vities, as demonstrated by repetitive noncompliance
in this area during the past three years.... The
identification of additional violations in future
inspections which demonstrate ineffective manage-
ment actions in this area, will likely lead to
escalated enforcement action. (Rep. No. 50-358/
80-25)

Your April 8, 1981 Immediate Action letter on
measures to corrtct quality assurance flaws was a constructive
step' But all ci the reforms are designed to stop future.

compromises of '.he program. These constructive steps are
inherently unable to evaporate the quality control circus
of the last decade. The only way to learn how typical the
RCI experience was is by stopping all work until the damage
has been honestly assessed throughout the plant.

|

.

,
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IV. SECURITY AND SAFEGUARDS FOR NUCLEAR FUEL

GENERAL

A 1977 General Accounting Office Report warned that
"[s]afeguarding nuclear power plants is very important be-
cause the consequences of a successful sabotage attempt could
be similar -- perhaps identical -- to those of the most serious
nuclear accident." Security at Nuclear Powerplants -- At Best,
Inadequate; (GAO Report NO. EMD 7732, April 7, 1977) The GAO

i report concluded, however, that " security systems at perhaps
all powerplants would not be able to withstand sabotage at-
tempts by threats that are now considered minimum by the Com-
mission." ( Eci . )

GAO noted that no confirmed sabotage attempts have oc-
curred at nuclear plants. But the report warned, "On the
other hand, there have been a large number of threats made
against powerplants. From January, 1975 to September 30,,

' 1976, 62 incidents, involving bomb threats, extortion attempts,
and actual security breaches, occurred at commercial nuclear
powerplants." Id., at 2.

Zimmer has not escaped these chilling threats. For
example, in 1979, CG&E reported three preliminary notifications
of telephone bomb threats. The threats occurred in April,
September and November, 1979. In each case, the plant was
evacuated, but no bomb was found. (May 1, 1980 conversation
between Thomas Devine and Ruth Neville of the Nuclear Regula-
tory Commission Public Documents Room in Washington, D.C. See
NRC Doc. 50-358, Rep. Nos. I&E PNS 79-53, I&E PNS III-79-4, and
I&E-PNS-79-99.) Former Zimmer securit'y officers GAP interviewed
described a series of fake plastic explosives left around the
plant in 1980, apparently as " jokes." One witness also described
a bomb scare during 1980, when an intruder traveled down the
river and left a fake bomb near the back of the plant. In

*

short, it is already clear that Zimmer will not be spared the
sabotage scares that have become a fact of life in the nuclear

, industry.
|

| In short, the threat is'too serious to take lightly. GAO
recommended the following six criteria for evaluations of
physical security:

--detection of penetration or attempts to penetrate
the protected area;

--bullet-resistant control room and guardhouses;

--equipment for detecting firearms, explosives, and
incendiary devices;

- _ _ - _ ._ - -- - - , - _ . - _ - _ - - - . . . . - - _ - - - - _ - - _ - _ _ _ _ .
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.

- positive control of all points of personnel and
vehicle access into vital areas;

--establishment of microwave or radio communications,
in addition to conventional telephone, with local,

law enforcement authorities; and

--closed circuit television or other means of observ-
ing the protected area barriers. (p3., at iv-v.)

NRC regulations mirror these requirements and add provisicas
for, inter alia, adequate training and supervision of security
officers, as well as reliable locks. 10 C.F.R. S73.50, 73.55.

The utility already has had nuclear fuel stored on-site
since 1979 and expects Zimmer to begin operating next year.
But the security system is nowhere near compliance either with
the law or GAO guidelines. Employees have described a system
that is little better than a joke, with drunken, overworked,
untrained and poorly supervised, understaffed and poorly armed
guards, the strongest defense the plant has against attempted
sabotage. According to one former guard, the security system
represents a " showpiece" but nothing else.

'

SPECIFICS
*

s

Mr. Applegate has forwarded affidavits or interview. notes
1

on this issue from five current or former Zimmer employees.
These reports are unanimous that none of the GAO criteria have
been met. In addition, their combined statements describe the
following problems with security at Zimmer during 1980:

,

1) The force guarding nuclear fuel was so overworked;

that employees worked up to 48 hours straight, de--
teriorating into self-described " zombies" and " vegetables."

2) The same force routinely consisted of two guards, an
understaffing problem so severe that an employee
could not go to the bathroom without compromising
security.

..

' 3) The guards received no firearms training and were
simply permitted to retake the marksmanship test
as many times as necessary until they passed.

4) The quards received no training on theft beyond some
outdated company rules from the early 1970's.

er

N
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5) The security force was so inadequately armed that
even at top strength, there were only three 38 icaliber pistols and 15 rounds of ammunition to
defend the plant's fuel.

.

6) The force guarding the nuclear fuel only had direct
supervision a tiny percentage of the time and endured
one supervisor who generally was drunk.

7) Nuclear fuel has been left unguarded outside for
periods up to ten minutes, and inside the plant for
periods up to 45 minutes on over a dozen occasions
due to emergency weather warnings or radiation alarms.

8) Employees routinely picked the locks to controlled
areas with credit cards and knives. Employees have
reported frequent break-ins at the radiographers'
trailer, supposedly to go to the bathroom. Regard-
less of motives, the practice reveals the total
absence of security for the plant's x-ray films
and records.

9) The security officers would be little better than
sitting ducks in the event of an attack. For example,,

the guard outside was told to defend against ant

attack by placing his body "between the adversary
and the fuel."

10) Security guards at the main gate repeatedly were
caught drunk, stoned and asleep on duty.

11) The guards at the main gate routinely failed to
search incoming vehicles during the day. When a
security officer voiced fears about vulnerability
to sabotage, the CG&E supervisor only laughed.

12) The plant is particularly vulnerable due to its loca-
tion. Intruders have close access to the intake
building from a river and can easily climb a fence
surrounding the grounds, if they choose not to enter
through holes that existed during 1980.

* * *

f

The Zimmer plant may be nearing completion, but the se-
curity system is a caricature. Thers is no question that per-
petuating these conditions after the plant goes on-line wouldi

| justify suspending operations. 45 Fed. Reg. 66754, 759 (Oct.
7, 1980). A major effort is necessary to begin building a

i

,

t
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,

professional force, or else the citizens of Cincinnati may
someday face nuclear blackmail from terrorists who take
advantage of the " easy pickings" at Zimmer.

V. CRIMINAL ACTIVITIES

Mr. Applegate's disclosure to the Special Counsel reported
the following criminal activities at Zimmer --

1. sale of stolen guns on the site;

2. diversion of labor and materials for the personal
benefit of a KEI superintendent, at a cost to CG&E
of more than $30,000;

3. fabrication and sale over seven years of belt buckles
constructed from nuclear grade steel worth millions
of dollars in labor and materials intended for use
in pipes, braces and components at the plant;

4. theft of two thousand pounds of copper cable smuggled
in small lots and resold within a week for $15,000
on the black market by 30 plant personnel, to finance
a Christmas party complete with prostitutes; and

5. an entrenched system of time card padding, implicitly
sanctioned by KEI and CG&E, wasting significant
amounts of time and money.

Mr. Applegate based his charges on his own undercover
operations, as well as on the repeated descriptions from
plant employees. Since the disclosure, four additional em-

| ployees have confirmed some or all of the specific allegations
denied above. None have expressed surprise or doubts about

,

| any of the allegations. They also provided additional details
of gambling black market operations that make the Zimmer site
appear like a cesspool even compared to non-nuclear construction
sites.

Unfortunately, the NRC and federal law enforcement
agencies have been passing the buck on this issue for the last
year, despite repeated corroboration. While referral to the
Department of Justice is the normal course, referral "does not
preclude the NRC from taking other enforcement action under,
the General Statement of Policy." (45 Fed. Reg. 66757.) The
general enforcement criteria include " common defense and security."
(Id. , at 66754.),

;
I

I

.
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,

health and safety.These criminal activities are a direct threat to public
ranging, from line employees to supervisors.The participation is systematic and wide-
besides building a safe plant.up with underground crime may have other priorities and loyalties

Employees mixed

The consequences of an accident
are too serious to take a gamble on the crime rings at Zimmer.
silence, the thriving criminal underworld at Zimmer.There is no excuse for the NRC to continue sanctioning, by
office should suspend further work at the plant until it hasYour

been cleaned up, either by the law or by the licensee.
haps if the NRC stops tolerating " wide open' Per-
sites at nuclear plants, construction
to do its job. the Department of Justice will begin

,

CONCLUSION

The evidence of noncompliances and improprieties at Zimmer
repeatedly meets the general NRC and Region III criteria forsuspension of a construction permit. The NRC reports reveal
widespread violations that the licensee has failed to correct.
The Special Counsel of the Merit Systems Protection Board has
agreed that Mr. Applegate's additional charges were based on
a reasonable belief, a conclusion which NRC investigators haveendorsed to him privately.
record reveals -- In all, the evidence already on

1) widespread noncompliances in key components andsafety-related systems;
; 2) a quality cssurance program plagued with basic

structural flaws;

3) a management perspective of " stonewalling" problems
and retaliating viciously against employees who
expose them, rather than voluntarily disclosingand correcting the flaws;

4) a security system hopelessly compromised by inade-
quate staff and nonexistent or drunken supervisors;*

and

!5) an unresolved mystery about the scope and forces
behind criminal activity, including widespread gambling,I shadow businesses, and black markets.! ,

'

Even worse, the above structural flaws and patterns of
noncompliance do not include the unacceptable potential for
human error at Zimmer. We have yet to find a single employee
witness who has denied Mr. Applegate's charge of widespread,

! drunkenness on the job at the construction site. It is diffi-
l

-

!
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cult enough for a sober worker to construct any nuclear power
plant safely. We shudder at the consequences of drunken em-
Ployees trying to cope with the handicaps at Zimmer. ,

Region III has begun to recognize the seriousne'ss of
the problems at Zimmer, as evidenced by the April 8 Immediate
Action letter. But the new sanctions primarily are prospective,

. aimed at halting future violations; while the shoddy work has
been piling up for almost a decade. Far too many witnesses
have confirmed that this plant is a disaster waiting to happen.
General Public Utility's $4 billion lawsuit blaming Three Mile
Island on the NRC for not regulating strictly enough illustrates
the desperate consequences even for a "near-miss."

Mr. Applegate recognizes that it is rare for the Commis-
sion to respond to a citizen's initiative for such a severe
enforcement action. But conditions have deteriorated too far
at Zimmer, and the plant is too near completion to perpetuate
the status quo.

The evidence already on the record justifies this sanction,
and additional evidence will be forthcoming at the conclusion
of Region III's current investigation. If the NRC's authority
to suspend a construction permit is to have any credibility,
it should be applied in this case.

Sincerely,

J R.

Thomas Devine
Associate Directori

b
Pat Ruble
Staff Assistant

/'
/<

|f--y ''*

,

'.

,

Louis A. Clark
Director

i

*
e
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.

STATE OT OHIO )
) SS:

COUNTY OF RAMILTON)

Comes now Edwin P. Hof stadter, who, having been duly cautioned

and sworn, deposes and says as follows:

My name is Edwin P. Hofstadter. For 51/2 years, from 1973 - 1978,

I was employed by Husky Products, Incorporated, as Manager of Industrial

Engineering. My responsibilities cevered the tooling / equipment and the

processes used in the manufacture of cable trays for industrial applica-

tions. I was dismissed from ey position in August, 1978 after 1 dissented

against our company's continued employment of untrained, unqualified

welders to prepare cable trays at nuclear power plants. This Affidavit

concerns the continued use of key cable trays at the Zimmer Nuclear

Power Plant that are overloaded and cow. promised by f aulty wclds.

I first went to the Zimmer Plant during the spring of 1978. Husky

had built the cable trays that hold masses of electrical cables at the

plant. These cable trays carry all the control cables for the plant.

The cables come from the control room and carry all the electricity

for the plant, including the safety systems. The trays are essential

to protect and isolate these cables.

When I went to Zimmer I was instructed to develop a fire protection

plan for the cable trays. Unbeknownst to se at the time, Zimmer had
Thebeen directed by the NRC to construct a fire protection system.

I cable trays were in stacks of three on top of each other, the same as

at the Brown's Terry plant in Alabama, where a nearly disastrous firmi

'
,

The NFC had told Cincinnati Cas and Electric, ("CC&E") theoccurred.
|
| utility which owns Zimmer, tolearn from the Brown's Ferty mistakes.
|
1 theOG&E f ailed to prepare an alternate design to avoid stacking, but

I utility did request Husky to develop a fire protection sys'em for the
t

" Brown's Terry design" that was installed at Zimmer despite the NRC

warning. ,Instead, CC&E had developed a plan to cover each tray with a

fire protection " blanket" constructed from the same material used to

protect missile nose cones from heat on re-entry.

When 1 arrived, I was surprised to find that the trays were loaded

to the top with cables. Professional standards forbid trays from being
I

loaded to more than 60% of their depth. Otherwise, the heat generated

- .-.
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by the cables could cause fires. I was appalled that all the traysa' a
.

In two rooms that I inspected were loaded to the top.

I was inspecting cable apreading rooms, above the reactor contain-

ment area. The cables traveled through openings in the wall down several

flights into the containment area. They were resting on trays that switched

free horizontal to vertical directions in order to travel through the

plant down to the containment area. The different trays were connected

by vertical fittings produced in a three piece construction, using

hand or manual welds to join the three pieces. I was suspicious that

these welds may have been faulty, because I had previously complained

that our Musky welders were inadequately trained. I also knew that even

the trained welders were using the speeded-up " incentive system" for

commercial welds, rather than the slower, safer system required by the

American Society of Mechanical Engineers for nuclear plants. The speeded-

up incentive process produces welds with relatively poor fusion, resulting

in little strength. That's what happens when you go too f ast, you

don't get a strong enough weld for a nuclear power plant. As a result,

I was particularly worried at Zimmer when I saw that the trays were

overicaded.

The questionable manual welds are at a key juncture, because they

hold all the weight of the cables that travel from the top of the plant

down into the containment area where they switch to a borizontal direction

and spread the weight out again. In the event of a weld failure at a

juncture, the cables would fall and possibly have their fesulation cut

off due to the sharp edges where the tray breaks. At a minitum, there

would be an electrical short. More likely, the result would be man-

made lightning -- an impressive, but disastrous fireball. With the primary

and two backup systems stacked on top of each other as at Brown's Ferry.

any short could shut down the electrical circuits for the entire plant.

I discussed my concerns with my supervisor at Husky, who agreed
'

to set up a training program for our welders. I wanted to be sure that

these key manual welds would be reliable for all our futuse jobs. But

the company permitted employees to take their qualifications tests as

many tiees as needed until they passed once. yor example, one employee

2.
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took the test 60 times before he passed and was " certified" by Musky as* *
,

gualified. The moreal procedure when a man is having trouble passing
.

the test even once is to require additional training, practice and

experience before attempting the test again. Husky ignored this prac-

tical approach.

I refused to quietly accept ey company's compromises in the certi-

fication process. As a result. I was discharged from ey position. On

August 2. I had told a fellow employee that I was preparing to submit ey

concerns to the NRC. On August 4. I was discharged without warning

after 51/2 years service. Although ey record was unblemished and I had

received steady raises the personnel director gave se 15 minutes ta

clean out my desk and leave.

Dn . l.a gu s t 18, 1978 I disclosed ey criticises in a letter to NRC

Chairman Anders. (Attached as Exhibit 1). Later, at ERC hearings in

the summer of 1979, 1 submitted an affidavit describing the problem.

(Attached as Exhibit 2). Significantly, similar criticisms to my own

had been voiced as early as October 30. 1974 by Mr. Lee Spievack.

President of Technichron. Inc. School of Welding. ( Attact ed as Exhibit

3). Husky had requested Mr. Spievack's epinion as how to improve our

personnel qualifications. I have attached an overall chronological

summary of events as Exh. bit 4). My allegations were also supported in

a 1979 affidavit offered by Mr. Donald Blanch, an electrician at Zimmer.

(Attached as Exhibit 5). Mr. Blanch later told local attorney Tawn
As 'aTichter that CC&E threatened to blacklist him if he spoke out.

result, he stopped critizing the utility and publicly " changed his

mind".

In the early f all of 1978. ERC inspectors came to investigate my

charges. Eventually, the Commission found teveral faulty welds in the

cable trays. The NRC report is attached as Exhibit 6. Unfortunately,

the inspectors missed the point of ey charges. Incredibly they looked
-

the machine-made resistance welds on the horizontal trays. Theseat

i welds are not significant, because they carry very little weight. Their

basic function is to keep the tray from spreading. My disclosure had

guestioned the menus 1 welds on the vertical trays, critical

i

3.
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because they support all the weight of the cables traveling downward ..

through the plant. In other words, the inspectors found flaws in the

insignificant welds but ignored the welds that are essential for safety

concerns.

Secon,d the inspectors only looked at a few of the horisontal trays.

Since they found faults in those limited instances, it only made sense

to check the rest of the system for similar flaws.

Trankly. I was at a loss to understand how the inspectors could

make such fundamental mistakes. Later at the 1979 hearings. I leared

that the two NRC employees who conducted the investigation were almost

untrained themselves. Each man's experience was limited to two rela-

tively brief welding background seminars. The two seminars combined

involved about ten days of general information on welding. The seminars

did not train participants in how to inspect welding. I understood

better how the NRC had inspected the wrong welds when I realized that

I the Commission had assigned two " green rookies", in effect to investigate

wy charges. Unfortunately the result is that the faulty manual welds on

the vertical trays remain in place today. leaving the plant vulnerable.

The NRC report did not go into detail on the dangerously overfilled

trays. But af ter an August 1979 Commission hearing. CC&E hired Husky

to construct four inch side extensions to the sin inch trays. The

utility then could claim that instead of sin inch trays Icaded 1001,

there were ten inch trays leaded 60%.

this cosmetic solution does nothing to correct the bas'icIn fact,

problem. The patchwork ten inch tray simply is not equivalent to a

legitimate ten inch tray. A ten inch tray has considerably thicker

metal than the sin inch version. The thickness has to be greater to
| support the added load. The " repair" at Zimmer only made the trays

taller. They remain too thin to support the weight of the cable load

for a ten inch tray. The significance is that the metal is inadequate

to safely absorb all the heat from the load in a ten inch tray.

The retaliation against me did not end when I was fired. Since I

began to speak out 21/2 years ago. I suspect that my telephone has

been tapped. Repeatedly, sq wife and I heard clicks. Our mail began

routinely to arrive late, sealed with acotch tape that the senders

hadn't affixed. Some of my mail was diverted systeriously and held

at a post of fice bom. CC&E personally smeared me pubilcly as a laid-

off. disgruetted "mi11 wright", er janiser.
.
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But I refuse to be intieldsted into ignoring the obvious. I know.

** * .

that these dangerous shortcuts car. be corrected. Since ey diselssel,
.

I have done consulting work with about half a dozen fires that supply
'

saterial f or nuclear plants. 1)nlike Musky, every coepany produced
similarly,excellent welded parts under-sound quality control systees.

I know th'e NRC could do better. At the Clinton Plant in Illinois,

the Conunission refused to allow Wsky cable trays in the containment

area, even though the trays at Clinton had a lower proportion of manual

welds than at Zierner. I remain completely willing to speak with the

new MRC investigators who are supposed to pursue Mr. Tom Apphgate's
**

charges about Zinewr. This time I hope they do their job.
.

d /

EDWIN P. HOTSTADIER V
t

Sworn to and subscribed in my presence this i '.w.' day of 1.. . . . _,

f ac:r-

1981. ,

\
__ t .. . v. LMs

..

KARDI D. NORTHCUTT
Notay Pu#c. State et crue

W bmlun taska dan. 22, tagP
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AFFIDAVIT ,

1

0F 1

|
CORMAN L. REYNOLDS i.

STATE OF OHIO
SS

COUNTY OF CLERMONT )
.

I, Corman L. Reynolds, aged 29, residing at[

f j hereby state that I am a member of M111 wright
Local 1454: that I have been a journeyman M111 wright for six years:

*

, that, I* worked for, Reactor Control Inc,. vs M111 wright general foreman at ,, ,

the Zim::er nuclear power station, Moscow, Chlo from October, 1978 to

February, 1979: and that I have personal knowledge of the facts

hereinaf,ter relateds .

While working for Reactor Control Inc.(R.C.I.), my crew was required '

to clean metal shavings from control rod blades. These shavings were
.

left by the manufacturer. We first took old cloths wrapped with a
i

heavy gray tape and beat the sides of the blades to remove these shavings.

*We then ran a magnet along them followed by a machine shop vaccum cleaner-

and finally wiped then down with an acetone solution. Quality control

inspec. tors employed by R.C.I. then ran a spot check on the blade con-

formity with a **go-no go gauge". Only about'one third of the blades "

were checked.

In February, R.C.I. requi:ed my crew to do grind 3ng on all the

control rods (at the bottom of the blades) to remove an over-sized weld.
Small metal fragments from the grinding went into the control rod blades

by way of small holes running the length of them. k' hen I informed R.C.I.

engineers of this I was told that these fragments could clog the rods
~

and to wipe them down with an acetone solution. I then told my super-

O. Se eg e mm e e m emphm. g g ge e e. e ee MM. . e m. m 9 s M GGeg
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visors that wiping with acetone alone did not get the shavings out. (The

proper procedure for removing shavings was the procedure we initially

used to remove those left by the manufacturer.) They inspecten the rods

and passed them anyway.

When we first started the cleaning after grinding, H. I. Crane,

project manager for R.C.I., told me the job would last two weeks; it
lasted two days. We were rushed through this job and it is to my

knowledge that metal shavings still remain in the control rod blades.
I saw them: reported them and R.C.I. passed inspection on them anyway.

. w |- h
. Gbraan L. 7W/nolds

.

' ThE* foregoing affidavit was sworn to and subscribed before me by

Gorman L. Reynolds this j/ day of M & 1979
v

.

$t2wn . Us $6
fiotary Public
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GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTADILITY PROJECT
Institute for Po! cy Studies
1901 Que 5tteet N.W.. Woshington. D.C. 20009 (202)23L9382

MEMORANDUM

To: Louis Clark

Fra Tom cavine

Das Febr'uary 11, 1981

Ret Summary of February 1,1981 conversation with Mr. Tom Martin

On February 1, 1981 I spoke with Mr. Tom Martin to provide
additional background for his April 18, 1979 affidavit. Mr.
Martin has been a millwright for ten years. After being laid off
from the Zimmer plant, he worked as a millwright for eleven months
at Ford's Batavia transmission plant. His duties involved setting
up 90% of the laser measurement quality control testing machines
at the plant.

s

Mr. Martin is anxious to speak at length with I.'RC investigators.
He testified at a 1979 NRC hearing but complains that due to suc-
cessful objections from utility lawyers, he was unable to present
his evidence or explanations of faulty control rods at Zimmer. He
also informed me that he can refer NRC investigators to a series
of additional witnesses, including a millwright with 50 years
experience, and two other employees whose affidavits we sent to
the NRC--Messrs. Gorman Reynolds and Robert Anderson.

Mr. Martin provided some background explanation for the charges
in his 1979 affidavit. The control rods are the key to shutting
down the reactor. If they are larger than specifications thej
rods could expand during high temperatures in an accident and fuse
with the reactor vessel. This development could cause a meltdown.
He added that the wrong type of gauge was used to measure the rods.

Mr. Martin is especially concerned that the new mi11 wrights
who replaced those from his firm did not check the allegedly faulty
control rods. Instead, in violation of the rules, Kaiser's own
quality control employees inspected the suspect conpenents.

Mr. Martin added some brief explanation for the significance of
Reynolds' and Anderson's charges. The leaks in the door units at
the pump house are significant because that room has the motor
for the pumps that control the plant's cooling system. The leaking
door units in the reactor building compromise the hub of the whole
plant and could allow water to enter the control room.

The metal shavings in the control rods represent a different
potential problem. The shavings could flow through the system,
clogging valves and pumps.

Mr. Martin is anxiously awaiting the arrival of the NRC in-
vestigating team.

- - . _ _ - .
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AFFIDAVIT
.

OF .

THOMAS DEAN KARTIN

.

STATE OF OHIO )
) SS

COUNTY OF CLERMONT)

, s-,
.

I, Thomas Dean Martin, residing atf

'. age 28, hereby state that fr'om May 1978 tot

i . < '
September 1978 I worked for Reactor Control Inc. as a Mi11 wright, .

Inspecting contr,o1 rods on the site of the Zimmer nuclear

powerstationat$oscow,OhioandthatIamamemberof. Local .

*

,

1454 of the Brotherhood of M111 wrights and Joiners and have

b'een employed as a M111 wright for six years and that I have -

persondl knowledge as to the facts hereinafter related. ,

My crew, consisting of 3 journeynan millwrights and a general

foreman found that approximately 75% of the reactor control rod

blades exceeded the .2B0 " (Two hundred and eighty thousandths

of an inch) gauge specification. Because of this fact we recrated
_

.

these defective rods to send them.back to the manufacturer, General
j

Electric Company. However, af ter recrating the rods, my supervisor

at* Reactor Control, Inc., William Fowee, instructed us to put a
,

' clamp on the rods and reinspect them. We followed these instructions,(
and while the clamps were on the rods they met the .280" specification.

After taking the clanp off, however, each rod returned to its original
; -

size, which did not meet the .200* specification. A number of the
,

rods which I inspected measured .30D" or more when the clamps had*'

been removed. The control rods are made of thin gauge metal, with
.
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the defective. .
,

aboutncern hen !

When I expressed my coR.C.I. told me tLat wat ld

numerous holes. ne, a supervisor vessel, clamping wou

control rods. Bud Cra reactor ' rods toin the woula hoId the wouldwere put
control rods water pressure explain how thisthe

necessary b'ecause I asked him to rods.
I thought

not be specification. many holes in the of the
rods,

and outsidethe proper were so
when there th inside water

be possible would circulate bo d not allowing the me

water pressure, an could givewaterthe No onethat rods.equalizing the of thesidesthus in the the Zimmer
pressure to push 2 encountered at

.
.

-

controlwhich . reactoronly problem of the for in-an answer.

" nspected approximately halfrough surface gauge
not thewas .-This half
i with a control rods.Therefore,We had vided ussite.

rods before R.C.2. proon the' endsinspected at all for l rod seals
roughness... of the

seals
specti,g the not

control rod seals d the remaining controI compared
n were

with which we inspecte of roughness,of the
1degrees

The gauge different of the seals.7
roughness smoothof metal with with the find any asmade

of the gauge did not inspectorwas

we inspected I C Iroughness

for. When I asked an R. . .askedthe seals
and the gauge, hesurf aces. Of the called

just supposedspecifications
between theI asked him,*1f I'mhy hadn't

seals
as the

the discrepancy
calibrated finger. it with the gauge, wabout rough

Instead of comparingseal, instead of thehad ame if I Swain, aseal
to look at the a picture I then informed Scottcontrol rods

of the and
me

they just given answer. the defectiveo

surface gauge, I got nhe project about.

C.C.4 E. engineer on t
*
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seals. The next day my general foreman, William Towee.got our crew

together and told us, 'Be quiet about the problems at the plant.",

Within a week my entire crew with the exception of the general
'

foreman was laid off, although our work was not complete, and there

had been no complaints as to the quality of the crew's work.

Af terwards, a new crew was hired to complete our job. .

.

YW$ .
E . .? 1

-|Tamiaas Dean raarcin/1Esf.t. . . .

Date
.

, . . . .

Sworn to and subscribed before me this J28 day of ( hr. 1979.,

;.
- ]| . G,'.d bb . L ,Z..

' Notary P olic

5H RLEY FAHRNBAN4 .
*

N.. .., Par =, Ct -.at "...tv OM.e
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GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTADlLITY PROJECT
Institute for Pohey5tudes

.

1901 Que 5treet. NV.. Woshington. D.C. 20000 (202)234 9382

MEMORANDUM

To: Louis Clark, Director

Fra Tom Devine, Associate Director

Das February 11, 1981

Re: Summary of February 1,1981 Telephone Interview
with Mr. Vic Griffin

I. INTRODUCTION

I called and spoke with Mr. Vic Grif fin on February 1,1981,
the day after my return from Cincinnati. Mr. Griffin is the 6f
year old Kaiser Quality Assurance Engineer who resigned in early
1976. He left immediately after he went public with his cencerns
over a phony quality control system and faulty essential componentsat Zimmer. Mr. Griffin emphasized three topics during our discussion--
circumvention of sound quality control techniques damaged or po-
tentially damaged essential components that may still be in place
at Zimmer and possibly other plants: and a superficial NRC white-
wash of his charges after a brief " investigation" by' Region III's
Gerald Phillips.

Mr. Griffin wants to speak with new NRC investigators who
will thoroughly pursue the charges that worry him. He promised to
do his best to help locate other employee witnesses. He said that
employees speak freely at bars about the problems at Zimmer. For
instance, one employee discussed an unreported blowout after an
uncertified welder attempted to repair a heat exchanger. But due
to fear of reprisal and past NRC breaches of confidentiality,
employees are afraid that speaking to the Commission is like

! turning information over to the owner. I informed Mr. Griffin of'

the Commission's specific confidentiality pledges for this inves-
tigation.

| II. PERSONAL BACKGROUND

Mr. Grif fin worked in quality control for 20 years before he
resigned in October 1972 to take a job with Kaiser Engineering
at Zimmer. He worked with Kaiser for 3.5 years. On February 22,
1976, the day after he spoke with NRC investigator Phillips,
Griffin resigned. He quit because it was obvious the Commission
would not pursue his charges seriously. He wanted to avoid the
untenable, situation of being a whistleblower at Zimmer when his

|

|

'

| r
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allegations were about to be brushed aside by the government.
In short, his aim was to leave before the inevitable dismissal
on pretextual grounds. Kaiser refused to accept his resignation
for a week, and his supervisor informed Phillips that Grif fin was
a " damn good engineer." But Griffin's supervisor also alerted
him that Kaiser couldn't back him indefinitely and the resignation
was accepted.

Currently Mr. Griffin works as an independant quality control
contractor. His current job is to inspect components for defense
weapons manufactured by the Honeywell Corporation.

III. CIRCUMVENTION OF STANDARD QUALITY CONTROL PROCEDURES

The bulk of Mr. Griffin's concerns involved the quality con-^

trol system for essential, or " critical," components at the plant.
He defined critical components as those whose failure could in-
terfere with the safe shutdown of the plant. These include parts
such as pumps, valves and switchboxes. Non-essential components
will not prevent a shutdown, but their failure could still be very

*

dangerous.

Griffin first became aware of structural quality control pro-
blems about two to three weeks after he started work at Zimmer.John Jackson, Kaiser's corporate manager of quality control out
of Oakland, California, reported disturbing news to Griffin. The
utility, Cincinnati Gas and Electric ("CG&E"), had just announced
that it would replace Kaiser in handling quality control for pur-
chases cf critical components from suppliers. The only exception
was that Kaiser would be permitted to inspect for identification
and transit damage. Mr. Jackson was upset, because General Electric
("GE") was the only supplier of critical components that had its
own quality control program.

The problem was that CG&E did not perform independant inspectionsIn fact,on those suppliers who lacked internal quality control.
CG&E was satisfied with paperwork checks. Contrary to the standard-

quality control process, it flatly refused to inspect components
itself or to allow Kaiser to conduct inspections at the manufacturing
sites. The utility's excuse was that "we have to put our trust
in the manufacturers." CG&E was satisfied to call up other utilities
and obtain telephone references on the suppliers. Grif fin explained
to me that this practice of trusting the paperwork would turn the
blood of any quality control engineer in the country to ice. He

told CGsE officials, "I'm not worried about the paperwork blowing
up." He noted that the " trust" approach violated the AEC require-
ments, but the Commission winked at the practice.;

t

| To add insult to injury, Mr. Griffin pointed out that fre-
t

quently the paperwork was not even checked for up to 1.5 years.
When CG&E did stumble across a faulty comonnent, routinely the

i
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utility sould simply return the part to the vendor and fail to
file a nonconformance report with the AEC.

Another quality control circumvention technique involved
collusion with Kaiser. CG&E would order components as non-critical
and then upgrade them to critical status at the site. Kaiser's
then site manager for quality control, Mr. Bill Friedrig, routinely
upgraded whatever parts CG&E requested.,

Mr. Griffin emphasized that the defense industry does not
engage in the same quality control shortcuts he observed at Zimmer.
He explained that GE sends field inspectors right to the vendors'

; plants to inspect jet engines. He concluded that if the quality
control for nuclear plants were 1/10th as ef fective as that for
120 millimeter cannon shells, he wouldn't be nearly so concerned.

Based on Mr. Grif fin's observations, the NRC should conduct
a thorough review of all components which have been returned to4

vendors or upgraded at the site, since construction began. Further,;

the utility should be ordered to contract with outside quality'

control experts to independantly inspect all critical components
received from suppliers other than GE. I doubt that the citizens
of Cincinnati would trust the manuf acturers of essential safety
systems which remain untested today,

i
IV. EXAMPLES OF SUSPECT COMPONENTS

J

To illustrate his critique, Mr. Griffin discussed two specific
examples of dubious critical components. The control rod drive
pump activites the control rods. These rods control the heat'

levels in the reactor. The pump is sensitive and is supposed to
, be stored in a temperature-controlled room. The temperature controls'

are necessary to prevent condensation which could damage the parts.
At Brown's Ferry, the drive pump was the essential component that
finally worked, preventing a bad fire from causing a meltdown.

Mr. Griffin was upset that the control rod drive pump at
Zimmer was missing. He eventually found the pump outside in the
mud under a trailor. CG&E consented to a superficial " pre-op"

| test to check whether the pump had broken down yet. But there
I was never any independent inspection to sse whether its long-ters

reliability had been compromised. Mr. Griffin fears that the pump

may not operate ef fectively in any Brown's Ferry-type emergency,

'

that occurs a few years down the road.

Similarly, CG&E kept other uninspected critical components
in unheated rooms, in violation of safety requirements. Finally,
in January or February 1973 the utility installed portable heaters.
Again, however, there was no inspection for structural damage that
might have occurred already.

.
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Mr. , Griffin's second major example involves the "Nash condensor,"
used with the terry turbine. Tbsse components are also essential
to Trevent a meltdown. Griffin opened the package to check for
transit damage and saw that the motor had broken off. The problem
was a " core-shift"--the component had cracked and fallen apart
because the circular metal in the condensor was not even all around.

Although Mr. Griffin wrote up the ancident, he charges that
CGLE violated AEC requirements to report it as a "significant event."
Mr. Griffin thinks it is significant for nuclear plants around
the country if Nash condensors can't survive a truck ride.

V. EXPERIENCES WITH THE NRC

Mr. Griffin recalls that on February 21, 1976 he discussed
the above problems for three hours with NRC investigator Gerald
Phillips and two aides. Phillips was courteous and the aides
took notes. But after Phillips explained he was a non-technical
man and would require simplified explanations, Griffin became
concerned that the NRC would not pursue his charges aggressively.

Mr. Griflin's fears soon were confirmed. Other plant employees
told him that Phillips conducted no inde pendent inspection. In-
stead, he merely reviewed the paperwork and obtained responses
from CG&E and Kaiser officials. Mr. Griffin was not invited to
point out the violations at the site. At a press conference after
Phillips' review, an* NRC spokesman said that Griffin's complaints
were accurate, but no violation of NRC regulations had occurred.
Griffin disagrees with this conclusion, since he was familiar with
the regulations in question. At any rate, he contends that the
problems were so serious in terms of potential safety defects that,

I the surrounding population remains vulnerable to disaster.

VI. CONCLUSION-

Mr. Griffin is an extremely credible witness. He had no
axe to grind when he went public. Part of his continuing concern
apparently stems from the location of his home. He lives two miles
from Zimmer, overlooking the plant's cooling towers. His primary
theme is that there is no margin for error in critical components
at nuclear plants. In his opinion, CG&E is not close to meeting

| that standard.
1

Mr. Griffin was careful not to overstate his case. He told
me that he never makes a statement he can't prover because "yout

! can be right 99 times and wrong once, and they'll kill you." He
j informed me that a GAO report on Zimmer backed his charges in

1977 and 1978. Pat Ruble should obtain a copy.t

I

i Mr. Griffin's experience is also valuable because it fore-
| shadowed the experiences of Applegate and others. For example,
i

I .
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Kellogg's faulty prefabricated piping welds are more understandable
in light of CG&E's refusal te conduct quality control inspections
at the Kellogg plant. Similarly, Phillips' " paperwork-management
chat" inspection mirrors his response to Applegate's allegations.

Finally, many of the suspect components exposed by Mr.
Griffin still may be faulty. CG&E installed them without normal
testing. The parts have just sat in the plant for five to eight
years as dormant threats to the local population.

Based on Mr. Griffin's credibility, the fundamental nature
of his charges and the scope of his allegations, his evidence could
make a strong case for suspending CG&E's construction permit.
If Griffin's charges are correct, Zimmer is packed with essential
components which have never been adequately inspected. The 11RC
should perform or order a through, independent inspection of
these components throughout the plant. In many cases, it will
be the first time that CGLE's " trust" in the manuf acturers will
have been checked.
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I . %.A6 y,do hereby make the following voluntary statement

to Mr. J.B. MCearten who has identified himself to me as 'an Investigator

with the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Imake this statement freely

with no threats or promises of reward having been made to me. Investigator

McCarten is having this statement typed for me at my request.

I have been employed as a General Foreman, Pipefitter for Kaiser Inc.,

at the Mm. H. Zimmer Nuclear Power Station since 1976, with periodic

lapses where I terminated my employment for various reasons. I was

previously contacted by phone.by Kr. Thomas Devine of the Government

Accountability Project (GAP) Wn9 is investigating allegations of faulty,

construction at the Zimmer Site. I am providing the following informhtion
as amplification of what I told Mr. Devine over the phone earlier.

-While employed at Zimmer, I on occasion talked with the Peabody

Magnaflux p#rconnel assigned to the- site, about their rejection rates

for welds they tested onsite. They told me they have rejected about

2,07, of the welds they were examining at the plant. The radiographers
_

did not distinquish to me if these were Kaiser construction field welds

, or prefabricated welds manufactured by Kellog Inc. They did not

distinguish to me if they rejected the welds due to poor radiography

technique of for actual defects they found-in the welds. I personnally

did not have much contact with the wock on large bore piping that the

Peabody Magnaflux personnel routinely radiographed, I was assigned as a

pipefitter on thre inch and smaller bore pipes.

I dogeall one incident where S,000 pound fittings were inctalled on two
Resert Flow Control Valves when 6,000 pound fittings are required.

These fittings were socket welded too two small hydraulic. lines on the

( b

valves in question. Also on the same valves W - - a pipefitter bump
I

into it, and a small hydraulic fitting on it fall off. The fitting was;

later identified as an nonconforming item by Kaiser Inc. and a (DDC)
'

- - -_ - .._--.- -_ - - - _ .-- . _ -- ._. - _ . - - . - - - -
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a repairman to the Zimmer site where he r6 paired the fitting, son the valve.

I am also aware of drain thn+ wera M neced with concrete in the

radioactive waste disposal spstem. I was working as a pipefitter
on the drain fl shing crew which was responsible for insuring
that these drains were cleared of any debris prior to their being used.

m,w o f.vA -

We found concrete in the drains and I supetw med- the men who chisled the

concrete otIt of the drains. Some of the drains could not be cleared
u

and the concrete remained in them until the Construction department

could ascertain how they were going to remove the concrete from the

drains. At the time I stopped working on the system the drains had
_

not been cleared.
--

In regards to Kaiser's control of weld rod, it is a requirement
that weld rod ovens be plugged in and maintained at the right tempgrature.

Although I could not say this for everyone on site, I as a foreman
always made sure my men had theirs plugged in. Also iff somedne used the

w ong weld rod, QC Inspectors wouda reject the welds during fit-up

inspections and require you to rework the.init,ial pass on the weld.
And SLif WAS kb5 / '

'

On occasion when klost a weld rod issue form,' I would go and find a blank

form and put the right.he,at number and other information on it. I did y
this in order fork ' Weld' to pass the Quality Control Inspections. . I
Knew this was falsefying a record presented to the Inspector, but this

a common practice among welders at the site. The QA Inspectorswas

were aware of it. In most instances the weld rod was the same, and
/

met industry codes and standards, we just covered ourselves by filling

out a new weld rod issue form for the one we had lost. I would fill

out the weld rod forms at the request of Hal Yoe who needed them for
Ithe QC inspectors to fill out their documentation, the slips were made

for welds that had been done two months ago, this was done so the new

rod slip would make up not have to cut out and rework the weld.

.- _ _
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I do recall an incident where the Alpha Air Injector Condensor on

the ground floor of the turbine building was injected with high

pressure water) when it should have been injected with low pressure
IV

water. This was due to an operator errorjand from what I learned by talk-
ing to other workers at the plant the operator failed to close the high

pressure valvejtsn.1 this allowed water to enter the low pressure;

system which resulted in a rupture of the low pressue lines.
Another area where I observed problems was h))fwe were constructing the

plant from Field Construction drawings. W e would install a system

$ according to a field construction plan and would show the engineer
'( our changes weemade, he would then red line the field construction

drawing to effect the change. In 1977 Kaiser QO Inspectors hired from
,

Butler Service Inc. , observed this practice ,and directed it be stopped,

Q vhich it was. In regards to qualtfy Control (QC) activities at the site
I felt the QC staff was grossly understaffed which resulted in daily

delays in construction activities at the sitt., and contributed to
workers standing idle for excessive amounts of time. I recall one

occasion where as a pipefitter I wou..d wait 90 minutes for an inspector
pM ,

to arrive and verify the fit-up on my weld. On the m=#t snift I had

50 pipe fitters ASSIGNED TO ME, AND HAD ONLY two inspectors checking

their work. I believe the pipefitters on site did a good job, and I

personally as a foreman fired two men for poor qualtiy jv9rk. '{hgpgeg
*

as I saw it was an inadequate Qualtiy Control staff / dur g e 1976

to 1978 time frame; and this time 500 pi.peritters were on site
and only four QC ' men inspected their word.g p1MM.

paf
At times we waited so

long for inspectors to check our work that we put " wait on QA" on th*

time sheet to account for the hours waiting for the inspector to

arrive to check our work. i have no personal knowledr,e of QO inspectors

being intimidated -.or being doused with water on the dite.

J.
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Mr. Mccarten has showed me a three page memo written by MR Devine I

of the GUvernment Accountability Project, which documents a phone

converfation he had with me on July 2, 1980. This statem,ent although

in some areas istrue is false in other areas and inaccurate in othery

areas . First off all I would not characterize my self as a vocala

critic of plant safety" I had concerns about the way the Zimmer QC

program was run. I was not fired for any coqplaints I had about nuclear

safety issue $on site. In fact I have no concern over the safe operation

of the plant. The problems I identified were with Qualtiy Control

on site constantly changing the procedures . In regards to 207,of the

'refabricated pipe weldSbeing defective, this was a rumor on site at thep

time I do not have any factual knowledge of this , I think I heard,

, .,.

this rumor from,~ I was not involved in fabricating large
-

4 bore pipe at the time and prefabricated pipe was all large bore.

I do recall mentioning this statement to MR. Devine in my phone

conven5ation however, he a gave me the question and I said yes

I har heard the same thing. Mr. Devine told me that MR. Walter Herd
$$fMR IN6R*'Efd h& V/SW.$)t

had told him that the pre fab u elds were not dMuv dis, I replied that
Malter would be the man to know since hp was Piping Superintendent

Ihrfmer.(
and if he said the pipes were not defective it*was ok to me. TO say M

generally confirmed this is a misstatment)I just confirmed there was
a rumor the pre Tab pipes were defective.

I heard a rumor at the time that Peabody Magnaflux was being forced

off site for their complainig about being overridden on the repair of

welds, I have# specifics on this I just heard the rumor on site.
I have no direct knowledge of any attempt by Kaiser to repair welds

in between 1;RC visits, I told MR. Devine that this was possible,

but did not tell him that it had occured, in fact when I heard Wilter

Herd said it did not occur I figured it did notj since I trust Walter
! rd he would tell the truth if any reparid were made between visits.
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I, regarde to the cutting of flushing time, it really is irrelavant
now since construction has cut into a majority of the pipes and they

are gan going to have to be flushed any way again. -

I do recall instances where Argon gas hoses leaked in the supression,

pool, we had safety lamps in the supression pool and when they went out
we would sound an evacuation alarm and would evacuate the supressionspo

( pool area. This I atributed to leaking hoses where Argon gas would escape ,.
'

and to a lack of proper bentalation in the area, the air was foulcemec.J d'7Aey b.u.I w:/cbs w h W ;
d

you) p, y pr ee fa
I frequently .cckmy r p-c"+ cf there. No one was ever overcome by argon

gas to my knowledge.

I did see Mr. Marshalls car in the paint shop on site and it was A

belhg worked on. On occasion Supervisors did have fireplace acessories

made from materials on site..We did not have Kaiser employees

standing around all the time doing nothing just to burn money up,
what is did occur was that we would wait on [ngineer. Department for

drawingsyor for QC to check a weld, we would give them jobs to do
gg':4

to keep them busy. I do not know what NR. Devine means by my saying

these men stood around while ignoring a=;/ serious problems, we usually

resolved any serious safety problem or construction problem $on site.
Some of these statements were taken out of context for example

I agree that the quality of work was good, we had problems with Kaiser

and Sargent and 1/,)ndy in the engineering department because some of
,

YMei their men had never worked on a nuclear plant before, or had

no field experience. I meant the engineers had no experience,in nuclea,j

y construction. I never said I don't think the plant will ever open.

I said after MR. Devine asked me if the plant would open or not, Id

said I don't know, ifCG&eN$ if bad / i$itwilyopen.
.

._
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I also heard a site rumor that Kaiser had to use larger pipe support'

hangers on the main steam relief system, apparently the design was

not adequate for the pipe. I have no direct knowledge of',any
improper installation of pipe hanger supports, what I heard was a

rumor. I never said that the NRC was in the dark about the problem,

I think he said that to me And I responded I don't know I have only

sen them on the job twice. My main concern is with Quality Control

and the fact that the paperwork at the site does not jive, it is not

maintained properly and checked by QC. I c'1 Y,,s.w pg
w. f

.

e

e
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In regards to the loading of electrical cable trays. I am no expert in

the electrical area, ny trade is pipefitting , however these trays
# .

look overloaded to me. I will tate that I am not knowledgeable in th&s

area of construction.
,,.

In1980{ t told me that the Peabody it.agnafluz roadiographers
,

were being removed from the site for rejecting welds that Kaiser had made

and did not want to repair. He told me that there contract was not

renewed and they were forced to leave the site, he also stated that

there trailer had been broken into, and that records of the welds

Kaiser did not want repaired were stolen from the trailer at this time,
put | ylhtB ivo //A3d6 JMcwurdl6 cf Thcw iswrit>75,

I was aware that there was re-=W . drinking by construction

personnel at the Zimmer site, however, I never saw an incident where

this resulted in :.n improper construction of materia 15at the site,
~

or damage to plant equipment. Also I never heard of an incident where

an employee was overcome by leaking argon gas, although frequently

welders would be careless and leave the argon gas hoseson, it would settle

in low areas and it did present a hazard to workers in the plant.

I have read the foregoing statement consisting of 7 typewritten

pager. I have made the necessary corrections, initialed mistakes and ..i ~

signed my name in ink in the margin of each page. This statement is the
truth to the best of mu knowleoge and belief. I declare under penalty

of perjury that the foregoing is true and [g
_ - -W =

Spbscribed to and sworn to before me on this 14 Day of April 1981 in
Cinncinnatti Ohio. J

'7i )3. l.cC arten
I;;vestigator, IIRC

%
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April 22,1981

Cincinnati, Ohio
.

.

I mw < Lat. , do hereby make the following voluntary statement to

Mr. J. B. McCarten who has identified himself to me as an Investigator with

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission I make this statement freely with no

threats or promises of reward having been made to me. Investigator McCarten

is having this statement typed for me at my request.

For five years I was assigned as a Pipefitter Foreman whose duties were to

coordinate work between the Construction Department and the Peabody Magnaflux

radioagraphers who conducted nondestructive examinations (radioagraphic

examinations) at the Wm. H. Zimmer Nuclear Power Station located in Moscow,

Ohio. My duties included daily contact with the Peabody Magnaflux (PM)

radioagraphers because it was my job to clear potential high radiation areas

of construction personnel, and to procure scaffolding and la'dders for the

radioagraphers to provide them access to pipe welds that they were x-raying

in the plant. I was previously interviewed by Mr. Thomas Devine of the

Government Accountability Project (GAP) who was also investigating allegations

of faulty construction at the Zimmer site. I am providing the following

information as amplification of what I told Mr. Devine in my earlier statement.

While employed at the Zimmer site I worked with the PM radioagraphers who

frequently radioagraphed field construction welds made by Kaiser construction

personnel. The PM radiographers on occasion would inadvertently examine a

weld fabricated by Kellogg Inc., the firm who provided prefabricated piping

~
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sections to the Zimmer site. The radiographers while examining the Kaiser field

welds would see defects in the vendor welds fabricated by Kellogg. I was

aware that on about four ocassions Peabody Magnaflux radiographers found

defects in the prefabricated welds; while examining the pipes in-the Residua

Heat Removal System. The reason that the Peabody Magnaflux radiographers

found defects in the welds was from what I heard Kellogg Inc., only x-rayed
6

10% of the welds on the pipes they supplied to the Zimmer site. I recall that

PM radiographers David Binning and Alan Sellars reported thes.e defects to

Kaiser and was told by Cincinnati Gas and Electric (CG&E) that they were not

to examine these welds because they were vendor supplied welds. Later in -

December of 1979 I had a discussion with Robert Marshall, Construction Superin

kdentent, for Kaiser Inc. , in which he agreed with me when I said "20% of the q

prefabricated welds in the plant are bad". I'malsobasingthestatementthatf

20% of Kellogg prefabricated welds are bad on two incidents; the first is when
V -

I was told by Sellars and Binning that on four ocassions when there x-rays
k

overlapped with Kellogg welds, they saw defects in the Kello'gg welds. The second
,.

incident is in August of 1979 when PM radiographers examined some Kellogg pipe

dthat fell off the truck when they were being delivered to the site.

Theradio)k}
raphers found that five of the twenty welds on the Main Steam Relief System

piping where bad, when they examined these pipes. When Peabody Magnaflux

identified these defects in the Kellogg welds onsite they were overridden by

CG&E on their decision to reject the defects that they uncovered in these weld .

The PM radiographers retained there reports to Kaiser Inc. and CG&E on this

subject. I will state that this time however, that PM was not overridden in
b

their decision to reject welds fabricated by Kaiser construction . welders on h
_ -

,

site. I worked with the radiographers who identified defects in welds made
#

.

|
-2-
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on site, these were reported to Kaiser Welding Engineer, Anthony Pallon who

directed that the welds be repaired by Kaiser co;.struction personnel. Fre- I

quently, I~ assisted the PM radioagraphers when the reexamined welds that they

had found previously defective, and were repaired by Kaiser, PM was reexamining
bthe repaired welds to insure the repairs corrected the deficiencies that they

b\*/identified in the welds, during their earlier examination. I will state

emphatically that Anthony Pallon did not override the PM radiographers for

their identifiction of defects in welds made by Kaise.r personnal on site.

In December and January 1979 CG&E hired a undercover Private Investigator

who used the cover of Thomas Jackson, a Cost Accounting Engineer for CG&E.

While Thomas Jackson (Thomas Applegate) was on site he met with the Peabody

Magnaflux personnel who talked about being overridden in there identifiation

of defects in the prefabricated piping on site. In January of 1980 I set

up a meeting between Applegate and Alan Sellars of PM at the Riverview Bar.

Sellars told me he was going to show Applegate paper work of the defective

prefabricated welds on site. I think that Applegate and Sellars got together

at the Riverview Bar. A few days after this meeting Sellars met me on site

and asked me who was it that he had introduced him to in the bar. Sellars

said a PM Vice President came to Cincinnati that week, and told his supervisor

that you are to "go get a hold of those people in Moscow and tell them to shut

up". That same day I was fired from the site for cheating on my time card

which Applegate had uncovered, and reported to the utility, who inturn reported

it to Kaiser, and had me removed from my job. I was not fired for uncovering

any safety defects at the plant, but was fired for irregularities in my time card.
,

-3-
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In January 1980 I was informed by Alan Sellars that there had been a burglary

of the Peabody Magnaflux trailer on site, and that film and exam reports for

the prefabricated piping which were defective, was missing from (he trailer.

In April of 1980 I was told by Applegate that he had talked with PM personnel

on the telephone concerning there being overridden in their identification of

defects in prefabricated piping, and their subsequent dismissal from the site.

In April of 1980 Mr. Applegate requested an NRC investigation of these incidents

and Alan Sellars called me on the phone and said that during the week between

the NRC investigation teams visit to the site Kaiser had made some repairs t

the questioned prefabricated main steam relief piping, that had fell off the

a j
truck, and had been x-rayed by PM and defective welds found on the pipes. g
Sellars stated to me that repairs were made to the pipe, but did not say the

repairs were any attempt to coverup defective piping for the NRC investigator's.
'

'

I told the same thing to Mr. Thomas Devine of the Government Accountably Project

he later stated that this was an attempt to " coverup" activities going on at

the site, when in fact I did not make this statement that Ka'iser was attempting

to coverup work on the site. I do agree with the statement that during the

April and May, Alan Sellars and Steve Binning told me that they had been told h
not to say anything about their work on site, because PM corporate management

was afraid of other utilities taking reprisals against them. I think Sellars
|

said to me that the company was afraid that they would not get any more work

so they told them to shut up about their work at Zimmer. Peabody Magnaflux's

contract was not renewed at the site due to a lot of reasons, first of all

PM was having production problems which they attributed to a malfunction in
[

| their film processing machine on site, which also effected the quality of their

film. In addition an NRC inspector identified some construction personnel

|
>

!

{
|

| -4-
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entering their high radiation areas during an NRC inspection. Also I found

that constuction was not cooperating with PM in removing workers from the

area, and providing them with scaffolding and ladders so that they could x-ray

their pipes which again affected their production on the site. I did not know

why PM contact' was not renewed, but these and other factors may have led to

the utilities decision not to keep PM on site. I I d think that PM was

thrown off site for the identification of defect's" in vendor supply welds.

In regards to the allegation that Kaiser knowly installed and later removed

out unsuitable main steam relief piping, I recall that the main steam relief

Ipiping was installed in the plant by Kaiser when they knew that they were going

to have to tear out sections of the piping that they installed. I think that

on the section of the main steam pipe that I was discussing, from the 525 foot

level on downward all the pipe' sections were ripoed out two years after they

were installed, however from the 525 foot level upward the pipe that was in-

stalled two years ago still remains. I know, at the time th'at this pipe was

installed, Kaiser knew that they were going to have rip out sections of main

BME
steam relief piping. In addition my brother-law Ronald W4cht told me that he

was working on the hydraulic lines in the Res tem in which,

,

6000 pounds pressure fittings were. required, and he was told only to install
.J ~ ~ - - - - - -

3000 pound fittings on t' bdtaulic lines. Also whil d talling concrete in

the radioactive sa.u . sp al system, concrete did enter the lines and clogged

radiation vaste drtm as in de area. As a pipefitter supervisor I wanted to

keep a pipefitter in the area while the men were pouring the concrete in order

to prevent concrete from entering the drains and clogging them. Kaiser Construc-

tion said that to have a pipefitter to standby just to ensure that the drains

-5-
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did not get. clogged was a waste of manpower and that duct tape should be placed

over the drains. The tape was applied to the drains, and in my opinion some of

the men working on the concrete finishing in the area poured excess concrete

down the drains, rather than carry it all the way up the stairs to dispose of

it properly. This conrete clogged the drains and later it had to be removed I

still don't know if Kaiser ever cleared those drains. Im my opinion thea

finishers intentionally poured the concrete down 'ie d ains since the duct tape

would have prevented the concrete from entering the drains.

There also was a problem in the control of weld rod on site. Frequenty I have '

observed both uncontrolled weld rod in the plant, and weld rod ovens not being .
h
iplugged in or kept at the proper temperatures. Also for a two month period in

1979 there was no one assigned to the weld rod issue shack on site. Weld rod

for the night shift was merely'left out unattended with a weld rod issue slip

available for any one to pick up and sign. Also the KE-1 weld control forms

were not being properly be maintained. QC inspectors were filling out these_

forms from their desk and not actually vertifying the information put on the /
3% ~~ %. .m -

h forms by perfo d field s an(,vertificatimLof the
lQ data they (entered on the form. This has led to problems with the in process

vF
,

W-
inspection documentation, KE-1 forms do not properly show the data for welds

fabricated by Kaiser on site.
,

Another problem that I identified on site was that frequently Argon gas was ]

leaking from hoses in the suppression pool area and the Argort gas was settling L

in low 1cvels of the suppression pool. The gas hoses were being; crimped with

wire rather rather than being turned off at the valve which was located one or
v

-6-
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two floors up from where the hose was located. Of course the crimping did not i

keep small quantities of the Argon gas escaping from the hoses, and this gas

settling in low lying areas of the plant. This was a hazard to someone if they ,

entered a room and Argon gas uas in the room. I brought this matter to the
fbC /

attention of the GGE Safety Man on site, who was not aware that Argon gas

in low lining areas presented a hazard to workers.

Another records problem at the site was that Engineering Design for pipe f
hangers were drawn up after the hangers had been installed. The construc-

tion personnal was using drawings defined as " construction aids" which were

instructions on how to install the hangers in the plant. If construction

moved a hanger, or a pipe line, or a pipe support, they would draw the new

location where they moved it to on the " construction aid" this data was later

transposed onto the formal drawings. This was designing the pipe hanger system

after the fact, ratherthandesigningitpriortoinstallationas-itshouldof)

been. In my opinion Sargent and Lundy should have been on s'ite to insure the

drawings and fabrication of the hanger system was properly done however, they

were not on site and this led to a situation where pipe support hangers where

installed and the drawings were drawn af ter the installation. These design

problems and the control of KE-1 weld control forms that I mentioned earlier

should be characterized as records problems but not as any attempt to " coverup"

any defective welds or designs at the plant. The way I see it, the design and

records problems were cases of lost documentation, or improper documentation

which occurs frequently on any construction project. I have no knowledge of

any CG&E or Kaiser Construction personnel engaging in any systamatic coverup

activities to deceive the NRC or other inspection groups at the Zimmer site.

f -7-
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I also mentioned to Mr. Devine in my statement that I made to him last year

that I had learned that the main feedwater pumps were installed improperly

and were clogged with mud and sand which caused the pumps to burn up.

Apparently the pumps had been installed improperly which let sand from the

river bottom to enter the pumps which clogged them up.

Another incident I related to Mr. Devine was when a heat exchanger control panel <p.

N
was pressurized with 1200 pounds pressure when it was only meant to handle 300

pounds. The high pressure water entered the low pressure system and caused the

Mrsee' Hgtrt's ineh gipps. .ert the heat exchanger to burst open. W o electricians

in the area were soaked with water. I think this occured due to an operator

error, apparently the operator failed to turn off a valve which allowed high

pressure water to enter the low pressure system with caused the pipes to rupture. --

!r

e,J t&g;,ad9e . _ # m m nareg,s .

.

.
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I have read the foregoing statement consisting of 9 type written pages.

I have made the necessary corrections, initial mistakes, and sign my name

in ink in the margin of each page. This statement is the truth fo the

best of my knowledge and belief. I declare this on a penalty of perjury

that the foregoing is true and correct.

Y. Q.., ' :T.O$jf2 'b?f. *.

2...-~ - e:y s . a . <_ - __3- :--
.

.._..w._ .s_<<.- A:p tww. .-

301. Q:
_ _ - _ - ,

nry- - ;, m
.

Subscribed to and sworn to before me on thi:, 22 day of April 1981 in

Cincinnati, Ohio.

/

IM,US__k
J. B. McCarten, Investigator, NRC

.

e
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4- 'o UNITED STATES j
E, ~ ,1 NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION Do 1:0T DISCLOSE

'

g

$ ?\ *$ REGION ill Contains identity of
'

.

S- f 799 ROOSEVELT ROAD Confidential SourCC
%,*... oO GLEN ELLYN. ILLINo!S 60137

December 15, 1980

MEMORANDUM W R: Region III Files

THRU: CharfesE to s, Assistant to the Director

FROM: G. A. Phillip, Investigative Specialist

SUBJECT: ZIEMER PLANT - ALLEGATIONS

On November 18, 1980 Jay Harrison, Resident Inspector at Marble Hill,

advised Jim Foster and me,by telephone that he had been contacted by[an individua1{ who has been a QC inspector at Zimmer an
1who is now' working at the' Marble Hill site. According to Harrison,

{ ]hadi de allegations primarily' relating to welding. I agreed

]to contact

n Ilecember 9,1980 J. Shapker and I had a telephone conversation with

]who'sspecificconcernswereasfollows:

hhillGittings,KaiserQCManager)whohasbeenatZimmersince1.
July 1980, has voided several nonconformance reports issued on
hanger velds. [Gittingy has done thi s on the basis of personally
exraining fillet welds by shining a ilashlight on them_from several
feet away and concluding the weld is acceptab .[ advised
t.hathexBaker,InspectionSupervisor, Kaiser should be inter-
viewed and he will be able to provide specific examples.

2. Bolt holes for large bore pipe support hangers are required to be
made by drilling rather than burning. Although some instances
of burned bolt holes have been identified, there is no inspection
program to assure the bolt holes are inspected.

havid Fox, Welding NDE Quality Enginec3 and (en Wood, QA Engineer]3.
CC&E, are finding as many as 30 discrepancies during reviews of
ASME Code data packages, They "are getting a lot of flak" for
identifying so many discrepancies. The discrepancies are being
recorded on an, exception list rather than in nonconformance
reports. did not know whether there was a procedure con-
trolling this review, the documentation of discrepancies and the
resolution of them.

Kaiser threatened to fire an inspector [| for refusing4.
to accept a weld. He said he heard that _ j waT also nearly,

fired for using a magnifying glass when examining welds when,y

)' in fact,
indicated Rex Bakc3 w,'br to view the far side of a pipe weld.

he was ising a mir

/ *(intT]sregard.
ould have more specific information

);/

EO !!OT DISCLO3E'

Contains identity of\

confidential cource
\ M

<
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Zimmer Plant - Allegations 2 December 15, 1980

- was advised that we might not be able to follow up on these items
until January 1981 but that we would contact him to inform him of our
findings.

G. A. Phillip
Investigative Specialist

cc: J. Schapker
G. Fiore111
I. Yin
D. Danielson
F. Daniels

.

.
-

.

.

.

DO 1:0T DISCLOS :
Contains ider.tity'of
confidential scurce
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ZI wER $ ETING AGEf0A

APRIL 10,1981

OPENING ret %RKS (J.G,10.

DISCUSS PROGRAM FOR CONFIRMING QUALITY OF C0f1'LETED WORK. CG8E.

TO PROVIDE SPECIFIC PLAN FOR ACCOMPLISHING THIS

DISCUSS IAL (NRC/CG8E).

C68E TO PROVIDE APPROACH AND PLANS FOR IMPLEMENTATION

CONCLUDING REPARKS (J.G.K.).
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HQ BRIEFING

April 9, 1981

.

gibA

A. Ex-Zimmer employee allegati(2ns %M M YlV81

B. Applegate/ Gap allegations Y5/81 Sb-4*A id u#I/8%

c. Investigative effort to date

/
D. Problems identified through Appleg' ate allegations investigation

6/
E. Problems identified through ex-employee allegations investigation

A*4F. Tr=4 d G%MPA bg%RC hstechors \ h *w A495 OSw
G /. RIII Actions

...

N 8. Remaining RIII efforts

1. Work

2. Schedule

.
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iMEMORANDdM '

To: Louis clark
-

1Fr Tom Devine
.

Da: February 11, 1981 ~

Re Summary of February 1, 0381 conversation with Mr. Tom Martin

On February 1, 1981 I spoke with Mr. Tom Martin to provideadditional background for his. April 18, 1979 affidavit. Mr.Martin has been a millwright for ten years. After being laid off
from the Zimmer plant, he worked as a millwright for eleven months
at Ford's Batavia transmission'. plant. His duties. involved settingup 90% of the laser measurement quality control testing machinesat the plant.,

.

Mr. Martin is anxious to speak at length with URC investigators.He testified at a 1979 NRC hearing but complains.that due to suc-
cessful, objections from utility lawyers, he was unable to present,.

his evidence or explanations of faulty control rods at Zimmer. Healso informed me that he cai : refer NRC investigators to a series
of additional witnesses, including a millwright with 50 yearsexperience, and two other employees whose affidavits we sent to
the NRC--Messrs. Gorman Reyn61ds and. Robert Anderson.

Mr. Martin provided someibackground explanation for the chargesin his 1979 affidavit. iThe. control rods are the key to shuttingdown the reactor. If they.areclarger than specifications the
rods could expand during high ctemperatures in . an accident iand fusej

with the reactor vessel. This-development could cause a meltdown.
He added that the wrong type of gauge was used to measure .the rods.

I

Mr. Martin is especihlly 'oncerned tha't the new miilwrihists
~

c
. who replaced those from his firm did not check the allegedly faulty

control rods. Instead, in violation of the rules, Kaiser'4s own
quality control employees: inspected the suspect. components.

Mr. Martin added some brief explanation for the significance ofReynolds' and Anderson's charges. The leaks in the door units atthe pump house are significant because that room has the motor
for the pumps that control the plant's cooling system. The leakingdoor units in the reactor-building compromise the hub of the wholeplant and 'could allow water to enter the control room.

/
'

The metal shav'ings in the control rods represent a different
!potential problem. The shavings could flow through the system, ;clogging valves and pumps.

'

Mr. Martin is anxiously awaiting the arrival of the NRC in-
ven.i P.ing team.

'
.
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MEMORANDUM.

To: Louis Clark, Director

Pr: Tom Devine, Associate Director
Das February 11, 1981

Stimmary of Tebruary -1, '1981 Telephone InterviewRe:
with Mr. Vic Griffin

.

,,
. .

,, - -

I. INTRODUCTION
'

I called and spoke With Mr.
the day af ter my return f. rom ' Cincinnati.Vic Grif fin on February 1,1981,,

Mr. Griffin is the 6fyear old Kaiser Quality Assurance Engineer who resigned in early1976. He left immediately after he went public with his concernsover a phony quality con. trol system and faulty essential . component iat Zimmer. Mr. Grif fin emphasized three topics during our discussion-
circumvention of sound-qualityicontrol techniques; damaged or po-
tentially damaged essential components that may still be in placeat Zimmer and possibly other, plants; and a superficial NRC white-
wash of his charges after a brie'f " investigation" by' Region 17 's'

Gerald Phillips.

Mr. Griffin wants to speak with,new NRC investigator.s who. . . - ... . _ . _ j . s., ,_-.....m., une c, wvuy nam. ne pr.omisect todo his best to. help locate other employee witnesses. He said thatemployees speak freely at bars about the problems at Zimmer.
,
'

Forinstance, one employee discussed an. unreported blowout after an
uncertified welder attempted to repair a heat exchanger. But dueto fear of reprisal and past NRC breaches of-confidentiality,
employees are afraid .that: speaking to the Commission is .'liketurning information over to the owner. I informed Mr. Griffin ofthe Cor mission's specific confidentiality pledges for this inves-tigation.;

i
! II. PERSONAL BACKGROUND -

Mr. Griffin worked iniquality control for 20 years before he
resigned in October D72 to .take .a job with Kaiser Engineering

i at Zimmer. He worked with. Kaiser for'3.5 years. On February 22,| 1976, the day af ter he spoke With NRC investigator Phillips,
Griffin resigned. He quit because it was obvious the Commission
would not pursue his charges seriously. He wanted to avoid theuntenable situation of being a khistleblower at Zimmer when his

.

.
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clisgations were chout to.b2 brushed asida by the govarnmant., .
,

. In shsrt, his aim was to. leave before the inevitable dismissal
on pretextual grounds. -Kaiser refused to accept his resignation
for a week, and his supervisor informed phillips that Griffin was
a " damn good engineer. " .But Griffin's supervisor also alerted
him that Kaiser couldn't.bacY him indefinitely and the resignation
was accepted. .

Currently Mr. Griffin works as an independant quality control
. contractor. His current job is to inspect components for defense

. weapons manufactured by:the',Honeywell-Corporation.
III.

. CIRCUMVENTION OT. STANDARD. QUALITY CONTROL PROCEDURES

The bulk of Mr. Griffin's3 concerns involved the quality con-
trol system for essential, or ." critical," components at the plant.
He defined critical copponentstas those whose failure could in-
terfere with the safe shutdown of the plant. These include partssuch as pumps, valves and switchboxes. Non-essential components
will not prevent a shutdown,c but their failure could still be very
dangerous.

Griffin first became aware of structural quality control pro-
blems about two to three . weeks after he started work at Zimmer.

4

John Jackson, Kaiser's corporate manager of quality control out
of Oakland, California, reported disturbing news to Griffin. Theutility, Cincinnati Gas and. Electric ("CG&E"),m had just announced
that it would replace Kaiser iin -handling quality control for pur-
chases of critical components from suppliers. The only exception.

was that Kaiser would be permitted to inspect for identification
and transit damage. M r. . Jackson was . upset, because General Electric
("GE") was the only supplier of critical components that had its
own quality control program.

The problem was that CGEE did not perform independant: inspections
on those suppliers who .1acked 1.nternal quality control. In fact,CG&E was satisfied with paperwork checks. Contrary to the standard
quality control process, it flatly refused to inspect components
itself or to allow Kaiser to: conduct inspections at the manufacturing
sites. The utility 's excuse wa's that "we have to put our trustiin the manufacturers." CG&E.was satisfied to call up other utilities
and obtain telephone references on the supplicrs. Griffin explained
to ne that this practice ~of trusting the paperwork would turn the
blood of any quality control engineer in the country to ice. He
told CG&E officials, "I'm not worried about the paperwork blowingup." He noted that the " trust" approach violated the AEC require-
ments, but the Commission. winked at the practice..

.

To add insult to injury, Mr. Griffin pointed out that fre-
quently the paperwork was not even checked for up to 1.5 years.
When CG&E did stumble across n. faulty component, routinely the

*
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utility would simply. return the part to the vendor and fail to
file a nonconformance reportiwith the AEC.

- -

Another quality control. circum.vention technique involvedcollusion with Kaiser. .CZi&E.would order components as non~ Critical
and then upgrade them to critical status at the site. Kaiser's
then site' manager for quality control, Mr. Bill Friedrig, routinely
upgraded whatever parts CG&E: requested.

-
,

Mr. Griffin emphasized that the. defense industry does not
engage in the same qual-ity. control shortcuts he observed at Zimmer.
He explained that GE. sends field inspectors right to the. vendors'
plants to inspect jet engines. He concluded.that if the qualitycontrol ior nuclear plants:were 1/10th as effective as that for
120 millimeter cannon shells, .he wouldn't be nearly so concerned.

4 *e
, .. .e .bg. .n * '%

Based on Mr. Griffin's. observations, the'NRC should. conduct
a thorough review of all comp ~ononts which have been returnet to
vendors or upgraded at.the site, since e,onstruction began. Further,
the utility should be ordered to contract with outside quality
control experts to independantly inspect all critical: components
received from suppliers other than GE. I doubt that the citizens
of Cincinnati would trust the manufacturers of essential safety
systems which remain untested :today. -

,

IV. EXAMPLES OF SUSPECT, COMPONENTS

To illustrate his critiquec Mr. Griffin discussed two specific
examples of dubious criticalicomponents. The control rod drive

- pump activites the control > rods. These rods control the heat
levels in the reactor. The Insp is sensitive and is supposed to
be stored in a temperature-controlled room. The temperature controls
are necessary to prevent condensation which could damage the parts.
At Brown's Ferry, the drive pump was the essential component that
finally worked, preventing a ba'd fire from causing a meltdown.

. Mr. Griffin was upsetithat the control rod drive pump at
Zimmer was missing. He eventually found the pump outside in the
mud under a trailor. CG&E consented to a superfici,a1 " pre-op"
test to check whether the: pump had broken down yet. But there
was never any independe,t. inspection to see whether its .long-term
reliability had been compromised. Mr. Griffin fears that the pump

gg may not operate effectively i.n any Brown's Ferry-type emergency
f) that occurs 'a few years down the. road.

,

. I Similarly, CG&E kept.other uninspected critical components.

b\ in unheated rooms, in violation of safety requirements. Finally,
Gy# in January or February 1973 the utility installed portable heaters.

Again, however, there was .no inspection for structural damage that
might have occurred already.

.
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Mr. Griffin's eacond major example involves the "Nash condensor,"
used with the terry turbine. :These components are also essential
to prevent a meltdown. Griffin opened the package to check for
transit damage and saw that the. motor had broken off. The problem
was a " core-shift"--the component had cracked and fallen. apart
because the circular metal inathe condensor was not even all around.

Although Mr. Griffin wrote .up the incident, he charges that.

CG&E violated AEC requirements ito report it as a "significant event."
Mr. Griffin thinks it is significant' for nuclear plants around

.
the country if Nash condensors,can't survive a truck ride.
V. EXPERIENCES WITH THE NRC

Mr. Griffin recalls that on February 21, 1976 he discussed I

the above problems for . three -hours with NRC investigator . Gerald
Phillips and two aides. Phillips was courteous.and the aides

.

; took notes. But after Ph'illips explained he was a non-tachnical )man and would require simplified explanations, Griffin became '

concerned that the NRC would,not pursue his charges aggressively. |

Mr. Griffin's fear.s soon were confirmed. Other plant employees
told him that Phillips conducted no inde pendent inspection. In-
stead, he merely reviewed the paperwork and obtained responses
from CG&E and Kaiser officials. .Mr. Griffin was.not invited to
point out the violations at the site. At a press conference after |
Phillips' review, an' NRC spokesman said that Griffin's complaints :
were accurate, but no violation of NRC regulations had occurred.
Griffin disagrees with this conclusion, since he was familiar withe

the regulations in ques. tion. .At.any. rate, he contends that the
problems were so serious in terms of. potential safety defects that
the surrounding population remains vulnerable to disaster.

VI. CONCLUSION

Mr. Griffin is an extremely credible witness. He had no
axe to grind when he went public. Part of his continuing concern
apparently stems from the. location of his home. He lives two miless

from Zimmer, overlooking the plant's cooling towers. His primary
theme is that there is no. margin'for error in critical components
at nuclear plants. In hisaopi'nion, CG&E is not close to meeting
that standa g g ... .. ,,,_y .. ,. . .

Mr. Griffin was careful . net to overstate his case. He told
me that he never makes a statement he can't prove; because "you
can be right 99 times and wrong once, and they'll kill you." He
informed me that a GAO report on Zimmer backed his charges in'

1977 and 1978. Pat'Rubleishould obtain a copy.

Mr. Grif fin 's experience 1:s also valuable because it fore-
shadowed the experiences of Applegate and others. For example,

.
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- Kallogg'c faulty profobricated. piping welds are more . understandable
in light of CCLE's refusal to conduct quality control inspections
at the Kellogg plant. Similarly, Phillips' " paperwork-managementchat" inspection mirrors his. response to Applegate's allegations.

~
.

*

Finally, many of the suspect components exposed by Mr.Griffin still may be faulty. CG&E installed them without nomaltesting. The parts have just sat in the plant for five to eight
-

'

years as dormant threats to the local population.
. .

.Based on 'Mr. Grif fin's credibility, the fundamental nature
of his' charges and the scope of his allegations, his evidence could
make a strong case forisuspending CGLE's construction permit.
If Griffin's charges are c~orrect, Zimmer is packed with essential
components which have never been adequately inspected. The URC
should perform or order a :through, independent. inspection of ..,.

' '

these components throughout the plant. In many cases, it.will
.

be the first time that cG&E's " trust" in the manufacturers willhave been che,cked.
-
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*.... August 14, 1981

EMORANDUM FOR: J. F. Streeter, Acting Director,
-Enforcement and Investigation Staff-

J. B. McCarten, Investigator
.

FROM: James Foster, Tnvestigator

SUBJECT: 1978 ELECTRICAL ALLEGATIONS - ZIMMER
.

On October 12, 1978, I received a telsphone 11 f rorg
oftheU.S.TestingCompany(UST)./ as employed at the Zimmer ''
site as an electrical QC inspector and had been there for approximately
three months. UST was being replaced as the lead electrical inspection
group, and Kaiser was performing most electrical inspections. .

[ indicated he was going to be dismissed, and that he was concerned
Heregard ~ing several aspects of the electrical QC program at Zimmer.

recounted concerns relative to cable pulling, cable storage, Nonconformance
Reports (which were either not being processed or were voided), and design ,

|changes which he felt relaxed the original plant specifications.

He stated that UST personnel had formerly reported to Mr. Stu Tulk, but he
;

He stated that ;

had been promoted, and they now reported to Mr. Mike Kopp. He named |

Tulk was not to blame for the conditions which concerned him.
_three other inspectors who were involved with electrical QC insp.ections:7

- ;--'

The central concern he discussed involved Design Document Change (DDC)
E-3710, modifying specification H-2173 by deleting paragraph 202.22(b) |

which dealt with electrical cable installation. The DDC indicated that
Sargent & Lundy would identify any cable tray overfill and direct the
contractor to take corrective action. On the basis of the DDC, Noncon-
formance Reports dealing with cable tray overfill had been voided with
the notation "see DDC-E-3710". Nonconformance Report (NR) numbers
provided as examples of such voiding were 2393, 2394, 2395, and 2396,
all dated September 8,1978 (apparently, many " hold" tags had been
applied on that date).

.
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J. F. Streeter -2- August 14, 1981

16,"~1978,f . .
- -. .-

' telephoned RIII. TheyOn October
_jhad been' let go from UST-for lackindicated tha,* __ _.._ _.

of work, and has afraid that he would be terminated shortly. They,

also stated that several of the Kaiser electrical QC personnel had concerns
in the electrical area, but were afraid to talk to the NRC for fear of re-
pression.

During this conversation, we again discussed the previously expressed concerns,
and concern relative to temporary wiring, temporcry cable tray supports,

NR E-1270 relative to aconduit inspection, and grounding deficiencies.
conduit inspection deficiency was mentioned.

-)haddiscussedhisconcernswithsitepersonnel~

From the discussion,, Heincluding Turner, Ehas, and' ~Schweirs, without gaining any satisfaction.
stated that he was preparing a letter to Cincinnati Gas & Electric, Kaiser,
and the local newspapers detailing his concerns, but had not decided whether

He indicated his decision might be affected by a meeting withto send it.
Turner and Culver, scheduled for later that day. ,

b

On October 17, 1978,7 #again telephoned me. He stated that UST hadp-

offered him a job in' theirlew Jersey home office, and he had accepted this#

position. He had decided not to send his letter, and did not wish to
continue to discuss his concerns with RIII personnel. He inquired as to
whether NRC had any open positions, and indicated that he would call me
f rom New Jersey sometime in the future.

Iwasneverre-contactedby[ )or contacted by the others named. I

referred the information I h'ad been provided to electrical inspectors. in
the Reactor Construction Branch (T. Vandel, G. Maxwell, J. Hughes). They
inspected the Zimmer site on October 24-26, 1978, and reviewed the informa-
tion I had provided. Their inspection is documented in IE Inspection Report
No. 50-358/78-25. No items of noncompliance with NRC requirements were
observed during the inspection.

Attached are my notes of the telephone conversations, the inspection report,
and a note to T. Vandel (then the Zimmer Project Inspector) from F. Jablonski
regarding similarities of the concerns to earlier NRC observed deficiencies.
Also attached is C Norelius' memo ocumenting his more recent telephone

4
conversationwithj
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